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Abstract
Experiments were conducted to measure the heat transfer characteristics of non-boiling
two-phase segmented flow in two different miniature heat sinks. The heat sinks were
manufactured to have a square wave flow path (termed Square Sink) and a spiral flow
path (termed Spiral Sink).

The working fluids used in the experiments were water, canola oil and air. Single phase
water and oil were examined first, and the results were used as a basis for comparison of
the two-phase flow results. Two-phase flow experiments using water-air and oil-air were
then conducted. The flow rates of the water-air and oil-air phases were varied between a
range of values during each experiment and the system pressure and temperatures were
recorded at each combination of flow rates.

The experimental data was used to calculate the value of dimensionless heat transfer q *
and dimensionless length L *, which were used to compare the thermal performance from
each experiment. The two-phase fl ow experiments for the square heat sink resulted in a
dimensionless heat transfer enhancement of 24% for wate r-air containing lo ng liquid
slugs, 39.5 % fo r water-air containing short liquid slugs and 1% for oil-air. T he two-phase
fl ow experiments fo r the spiral heat sink resulted in a dimensionless heat transfer
enhancement of 14% for water-air containing short slugs.

T he effects of liquid slug length and void fraction were examined. T he effect of liquid
slug length was shown to increase the dimensionless heat transfer as the slug length
decreased. The effect of void fraction was found to be a controlling facto r due to its
impact on liquid slug length, which in turn affects dimensionless heat transfer. Finally the
efficiencies of the square sink and spiral sinks were compared and it was shown that the
spiral sink was most efficient when power requi rements are considered.
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Nomenclature
A

Area, m 2

As

Surface area, m 2

C

C hi sho lm constant

C

Model constant- Eq. (2.31)

Ca

Capi lla ry number= V1J1/ a

c

Concentration, mol/m 3 -Eq. (2.11), (2.12), (2.13)

c

Capacitance, F - Eq. (2.25), (2.26), (2.2 7)

cp

Heat capacity, J/ kg · K

D

Diameter, m

D"

Hydraulic diameter, m

dpldz Pressure gradient, Palm

f

Fanning friction factor

G

Mass flux, kg/m 2 ·s

Gz

Graetz number = (;r/4) Re Pr (D/L)

h

Heat transfer coefficient, W / m 2 · K

H

Channel height, m

J

Rate of transfer, mol/m

k

Thermal cond uctivity, W / m · K

L

Channel length, m

L*

Dimensionless length

m

Mass flow rate, kg/s

Nu

Nusselt number = hl k

Nu 111

Nusselt number for fully deve loped flow

n

Droplet ratio - Eq. (2.26), (2.2 7)

n

Blending parameter - Eq. (2. 43)

P

Power, W

!J.P

Differential pressure, Pa

!J.P*

No rmalized pressure
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p

Fitting parameter

Pe

Peclet number = Re Pr

Pr

Prandtl number, = fl cp/ k

Q

Flow rate, m 3Is

q

Heat transfer rate, W

q*

Dimensionless heat transfer

r

Radius, m

R

Result-Eq. (3.5) to (3.17)

R

Resistance, 0.- Eq. (3.1)

R*

Coiled aspect ratio = D,!Dc

RL

Liquid holdup

Re

Reynolds number = p V Di/p 111

T

Temperature, K

u

Velocity, m/s

V

Voltage, V- Eq. (2.25) , (3. 1)

W

Channel width, m

WR

Uncet1ainty in results- Eq. (3.5) to (3.17)

x

Mass qua lity

xi

Independent measured quantity - Eq. (3.5) to (3.1 7)

X

Lockhart-Ma rtinelli parameter

z*

Dimensio nl ess position fo r thermally developing fl ow

Greek Symbols

<!>1

Liquid two-phase flow multipli er

<Pg

Gas two-phase flow multiplier

a1

Liquid fraction

ag

Void fraction

e

Aspect ratio

y

Shape factor
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(

Arbitrary length scale

p

Density, kg/m3

6

Film thickness, m

6,

Thermal boundary layer thickness, m

J1

Dynamic viscosity, N ·s/m2

Subscripts

a, ave Average
b

Bubble

c

Co il

CH3

Thermocouple channel 3

CH4

Thermocouple channel 4

CH5

Thermocouple channel 5

CH6

Thermocouple channel 6

drop

Droplet

Dev

Developed flow region

Ent

Entrance region

eq

Equivalent

g

Gas phase
Inlet

l

Liquid phase

lower Lower bound

In

Logarithmic mean

LS

Liquid slug

0

Outlet

p

Graetz plug flow

SP

Single-phase

s

Slug fl ow

sur

Surroundings
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TP

Two-phase

t

Tube

upper Upper bound
w

Wall

X

Local value
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Chapter-1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
This thesis is rel ated to experimental work examining the potential heat transfer
characteristics of non-boiling two-phase segmented flow in mini-channel heat s inks. In
this application gas-liquid segmented fl ows are studied and the thermal performance of
these flows is compared to that of continuous single phase flow. The work ing fluid s are
water, canola o il and air. Water-air and oi l-air combi nations have been examined. Two
specifically desi gned heat s inks were tested with the combinations of fluid s listed above.
The first was a square pattern heat sink and the seco nd was a spiral pattern heat s ink. The
resulting dime ns ionless heat transfer data for two-phase segmented flow in these heat
s inks are compared to single phase data to assess the performance of this mode of
operation on the overa ll convective heat transfer rate.

1.2 Two-Phase Flow
In fluid mechanics, two-phase flow occurs in a system contain ing two phases (usually
gas-liquid) with a meniscus (or interface) separating the two phases. However, two-phase
flow is not limited to just gas-liquid flows , it can also refer to solid-liquid, solid-gas, or
liquid-liquid flows. The latter being the case of two immiscible liquids (i.e. water and
oi l). Two-phase flows have numerous applicat ions and occur in chemica l industry
processes, petroleum industry processes, refri gerati on and air-conditi oning processes,
bio-medical systems, etc. T he fluid system may be macro-scale, mini-scale, or microscale depending upon the applicati on. Recently two-phase flows have found use in many
microtluidic

systems

such

as

LOC

(lab-on-a-chip)
II

devices,

MEMS

(micro

electromechanical systems) and nanofluidic systems. A great deal of research has been
conducted over the past sixty years on two-phase flow. Initial research focused on macroscale flows while recent research focused on micro-scale and mini-scale flows. However,
a lmost always, the research on two-phase flow concentrated on classification of flow, via
flow patterns and flow mapping, correlations for frictional pressure drop, and con·elations
for modes of transport (heat and mass).

Many models have been developed analyticall y and theoretically to predict the two-phase
frictional pressure drop and transport characteristics. These parameters are of importance
to engineers working with two-phase flow systems. The models for two-phase flow can
be classified into two separate categories: homogenous flow models and separated flow
models. The homogenous flow model uses effective fluid properties that are determined
from the properties of both phases in the flow. Properties such as viscosity and density
are determined through effective property models, then the frictional pressure drop and
transport characteristics are calculated using equations for single phase flow. Often times
the homogenous flow model is referred to as zero-slip flow model. The separated flow
model approach tries to account for the fact that both phases have different
thermophysical properties and flow w ith different ve locities. Often the separated flow
model approach is termed the slip solution.

1.3 Flow Patterns and Flow Maps
Many tools have been developed through theory and experimental research to help with
the c lassification of two-phase flow. Flow patterns and flow maps are two fundamental
examples of such tools. A flow pattern is used to identify the state of a two-phase flow at
a given instant. Examples of different observed flow patterns are: bubbly flow, annu lar
flow, churn flow, plug flow (Taylor flow) and stratified flow. Each flow pattern visuall y
appears much different from the rest but the transition regions from one pattern to the
next are harder to identify. Several different flow patterns that occur during two-phase
flow are illustrated in Figure 1.1.
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Bubble Flow

Slug or Plug Flow

Churn Flow

Annu lar Flow

Figure 1.1 -Several two-phase flow patterns. [www. waterworld. com]

A flow map is used to predict the type of flow pattern that would occur as a result of the
phase velocities and system geometry. The flow map has a major disadvantage in that it
is not universal across systems and they usua lly vary from one publication to another due
to issues rel ated to micro-channel geometries. Kawaj i and Chung (2004) developed
severa l fl ow maps for circular and square micro-channels containing two-phase gasliquid fl ow. Recently, Hassan et al. (2005) compared a number of flow map transition
criteria using 14 75 experimental data po ints and proposed uni versal flow maps for
horizonta l and vertical micro-channels. Four types of flow patterns were identified in this
uni versal fl ow map: bubbly flow, intermittent flow, ch urn fl ow and an nular flow . The
intermittent fl ows are dominated by surface tens ion effects. Such flow patterns are known
today as plug fl ow, slug flow and segmented flow. The uni versa l flow map developed by
Hassan et a l. (2005) can be considered the best predictor of flow patterns in microchannels and mini-channels.

1.4 Segmented Flow
Two-phase segmented fl ow is a flow pattern that has been exam ined extensively over the
past ten years. It is characterized by splitting the fluid stream up into a series of shorter
e lements or plugs. One phase is termed the carrier or base fluid w hile the second phase is
termed the segmenting media or dispersed phase. Many researchers refer to segmented
gas- liquid fl ow as Taylor plug flow. Th is is due to the work of Taylor ( 1961) who
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examined plug flows from the perspective of understanding fi lm thi ckness a nd deposition
at the wall. Traditiona lly, plug fl ow (Taylo r fl ow) was the earliest form of the segmented
fl ow pattern , but due to surface tension be ing a non-dominant factor in macro-scale
studi es at the time, it was near impossible to create a steady train of plugs with thin liq uid
film . However, as research shifted focus towards mi cro-scale systems w here surface
tens io n was a dominating factor, segmented fl ow became easy to produce and examine. A
two-phase segmented fl ow of water-o il is illustrated in Fig ure 1.2. The water phase is
dyed red to ease vi sua l identificatio n of each phase.

Figure 1. 2- Two-phase segmented flow of water-oil.

It has long been known that w ithin liquid plugs of segmented flow, interna l ci rculations
arise as a result of gas-liquid, solid-liquid or liquid-liquid interfaces. These internal
c irculatio ns are shown in F igure 1.3. It has been hypothesized that therma l enhancement
occurs in segme nted fl ows due to two di fferent mechan isms. One mechani sm is the
interna l c irculati ons w ithin the liquid plugs, w hile the other mechani sm results from the
increased ve locity that t he liquid plugs experience as a result of red uced liqu id fract ion
for a constant mass flow rate. The latter was shown to be impossible by Muzychka et a l.
(2009) using simp le heat transfer theory. This leaves only the interna l circulation
mechani sm to explai n the therma l enhancement resu lting from segmented flow.
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{a)

Flow

'---------L---------

1+-------L--------

Figure 1.3- Liquid plug internal circulations a) hydrophobic
and b) hydrophyllic [Muzychka eta!. (2009)]

1.5 Mini-Channel Heat Sinks
Micro-scale and mini-scale devices have recently become a great topic of interest and
were investigated by Wang et al. (1995), Zhang et al. (2002), Garimella et al. (2006) and
Bahrami et al. (2008). The frictional pressure drop and transport characteristics of single
phase flow in these devices were the focus of the above stud ies with the exception of
Zhang et al. (2002) who examined boiling flows in micro-channels. For further
information the reader is directed to Hassan (2008) who published an extensive review on
progress made in this area in the past decade. It should be noted that to date no
experimental studies have been conducted utilizing a two-phase segmented flow as a
possible means of cool ing a heated micro-scale or mini-scale device, i.e. heat sinks.

Two mini-channel heat sinks were designed and fabricated for the current study. The two
different heat sink designs are illustrated in Figure 1.4. One heat sink was fabricated to
have a square wave flow path. It contains a series of meandering channels with 90 degree
bends. The second heat sink was fabricated to have a spiral flow path. This spiral has no
90 degree bends and falls under the coiled design methodology, which was exam ined by
Horvath et al. (1973).

The two heat sinks wi ll be used to examine the thermal

performance of using a segmented flow as the coolant. Also the thermal performance of
15

the spiral heat s ink is to be compared to that of the square wave heat s ink. These two
des igns have a I mm x I mm x 213mm channe l geometry.

30 rr.m

30rnm

30m

.1

JGmm

Figure 1. 4 - Mini-channel heat sinks: Square (left) and Spiral (right).

1.6 Research Objectives
The overall objecti ve of the present study is to examine the thermal perfo rmance of nonboiling two-phase segmented fl ow used for cooling mini-cha nnel heat sinks. Two-phase
segmented flows of wate r-air and o il-air a re to be conducted. T he sing le phase fl ows of
water and o il w ill be conducted, then the thermal performances of the segmented fl ows
and the s ing le phase fl ows w ill be compared. The therma l performance of the spira lling
heat sink will be compared w ith the the rmal pe rformance of the square wave heat sink.
Since no investi gations to date have utilized two-phase segmented fl ow in mini-channel
heat sinks, the results of such an investi gati on are both interesting and important.

In orde r to reach the overall research objective several sma lle r objectives must be
clarified. Since the overa ll goal is to examine two-phase segmented fl ow, fi rst
preparations must be taken in orde r to generate steady uni fo rm slug trains. Th is means
one objecti ve is to experiment w ith the generation of segmented fl ow. Th is obj ective
requires two steps: research into how other investigators have successfull y created
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segme nted fl ow and experime ntation with the creati on of segmented fl ow unti l the
process is understood and can be re liabl y re-created.

A nother research obj ecti ve is the conceptual design and fabrication of the two m inicha nnel heat sinks. Since both heat sinks are to be compared considerations must be
made so that the comparison process is fairly easy. Design parameters such as chan ne l
w idth and length a re impo rta nt factors as we ll as the materi al used. T he exact way that
the heat sinks w ill generate heat is a lso a concern for this obj ective to be met.

1. 7 Thesis Outline
This thesis conta ins fi ve chapters. T hese are:

- Chapter I introduces the concept of using non-bo iling two-phase segmented flow as a
working fluid in mini-channe l heat sink, presents a background on two-phase flow, flow
patterns, fl ow mapping, mini-cha nnel heat sinks and descri bes the research obj ectives for
the present study.

- Chapter 2 prov ides a literature revi ew of two-phase fl ow investigations spanning the
last s ixty years, foc using primarily on segmented fl ow research.

- Chapter 3 describes the des ign and fabri cation of two mini-channel heat si nks, details
the experimental setup and procedure, as well as calibration of equi pment.

- Chapter 4 details the reduction of data into standard non-dimensiona l forms and
presents the experimenta l results for the use segmented flow in cool ing two mini -chan nel
heat sinks.

- Chapter 5 summarizes the current study and presents recommendations for future work.
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Chapter- 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the ex perimental and numeri cal research on general two-phase
flows and two-phase segmented flows. The improvements to fri ctional pressu re drop and
transport corre lations developed through research have been chronologically organized
and presented here.

2.2 Literature Review
Lockha1t and Martinelli ( 1949) conducted two-phase fl ow experiments with air and
liquids fl owing inside pipes with varying di ameters. The diameters ranged from 0.0586
inches to 1.0 17 inches and liquids including benzene, kerosene, water and various oils
were considered. Four types of isothermal two-phase, two-component fl ow were
identified, these were: turbulent liquid - turbulent gas, laminar liquid - turbulent gas,
turbulent liquid - laminar gas, and laminar liquid - laminar gas. Lockhart and Ma1tinelli
( 1949) correlate the two-phase pressure drop resulting fro m these four flow mechanisms

to the Martinelli parameter X given in Eq. (2. 1):

(2 .1)
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Eq. (2.1) related the Martinelli parameter X to the ratio of both si ngle phase pressure
drops as if they were flowing in the pipe alone. Lockhart and M artinelli ( 1949) present
their correlation graphically for all four of the flow mechani sms identified. Knowing the
value of the Mat1inelli Parameter X, the Lockhart-Martinelli plots can be used to
determine the two-phase flow multipliers for liquid and gas phases g iven by Eq. (2.2) and
(2.3):

(2.2)

(2.3)

When the flow multiplier fo r either phase is determined, then the two-phase frictional
pressure dro p can be calculated using either Eq. (2.2) or (2.3), respective ly. Additionally,
Lockhart and Martinelli (1949) showed that the liquid fraction a 1 and void fraction ag are
also correlated to the Martinelli parameter X . It should be noted that no design equations
for predicting two-phase pressure drop were developed, only the graphi cal correlation
was given.

Taylor ( 1961) conducted experiments examining plug flow from the perspective of
understanding film thickness or fluid depos ition at the wall of a tube. Fluids used
consisted of Glycerine and strong sucrose solution (go lden syrup) diluted w ith water till
its v iscosity was 28 poise at 20°C. G lass tubes w ith 2 mm and 3 mm interna l diameter
hav ing lengths of 4 feet were used as test sections. A gas bubble was released into the test
secti on and the a mo unt of film left after the bubble had translated down the tube was
measured .

Taylor's ( 196 1) results were presented graphicall y by plotting parameter m (the liquid
left in the tube) versus Capillary number. The experime nts were conducted over a wide
19

range of Capillary number be ing 0 < Ca < 2.0. It was c learly shown that as the Capillary
number increased, so does the liquid film . T he re lationship is not linear and at hi gher
values of Capillary numbe r (Ca > 0.56) the parameter m reaches a limiting value (m

~

0.5). Since Taylor's ( 1961 ) study, many researchers have referred to segmented gas-liquid
fl ow as Tay lo r plug fl ow. A n important characteri stic identified by Taylor ( 1961) is the
presence of a pa ir of c irculation zones w ith in liquid plugs. T hese zones result from the
presence of the li q uid/gas or liquid/ liquid interface. T he c irculations affect the fl ow in a
manner w hich promotes radia l transport of heat and mass in addition to boundary layer
renewal, since f resh fluid is constantly being transported to the leading edge of the liquid
plug.

Oli ver and Wright ( 1964) conducted a seri es of measurements to investigate the effect of
plug fl ow on heat transfer and fri ction in lamina r fl ow. T hey surmised that the interna l
circulation would increase the heat tra nsfer coeffi c ient significa ntl y and therefore the
Graetz-Leveque theory, Shah and Londo n ( 1978), could not be appli ed to plug fl ow. T he
experime nts consisted of si ngle and two-phase flow within 0.25 inch test sections w ith
lengths of 3 and 4 feet. The liquids used are 56.5% glycero l in water, 88% glycerol in
water, 0.75% sodium carboxymethylcellulose (SC MC) in water, 1.5% SCMC in water,

0.5% Polyox in water and 2.0% Celaco l solution. T he gas used was air. The results are
presented graphicall y as plots of N usselt number versus Graetz number and the rati o of
two-phase flow to single phase fl ow N usselt num ber versus vo id fraction. O li ver and
Wri ght ( 1964) conc luded that the effect due to vo id fraction is independent of plug length
but that circulation effects would be strongest fo r shorter plugs. It should be noted that
O li ver and Wright ( 1964) attributed the increase in heat transfer coefficie nt to both the
effects of interna l c irculations and increased liquid ve locity. A sim ple mode l fo r two phase plug flow heat transfer coefficient based upon experimenta l data and a
modification of the Graetz-Leveque mode l was developed and given by Eq . (2.4):

N u TI' = N Lisp

(J.32_
_0.20
)
R ,
R
o '6

L
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L

(2.4)

Hughmark (1965) developed a correlation for the estimation of hold-up (void fraction) in
horizontal slug flow. This correlation was based on the relationship of bubble velocity
and liquid slug Reynolds number. The bubble velocity during slug fl ow is reported by
Hughmark (1965) as Eq. (2.5):

(2.5)

Where the variable K2 is a function of liquid Reynolds number and is reported to be
constant with a value of 0.22 when the Reynolds number is greater than 400,000. Note
that this would be well within the turbulent regime for the liquid phase. Hughmark (1965)
gives the liquid Reynolds number as Eq. (2.6):

(2.6)

In addition to the correlation for void fraction in horizonta l slug flow, Hughmark (1965)
developed a simple model for slug flow heat transfer based upon the momentum-heat
transfer analogy for turbulent flow and the Graetz-Leveque equation for lam inar flow.
The simple model developed is shown by Eq. (2.7):

(2.7)

Hughmark ( 1965) compared the model given by Eq. (2.7) to the experimental data of
Oliver and Wright (1 964) and the average absolute deviation between experimental data
and the model was found to be 8.4%.
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Eighteen years after Lockhart and Martinelli's ( 1949) ground breaking correlation,
Chisholm (1967) developed an equation for predicting two-phase frictional pressure drop.
T his is given by Eq. (2.8):

(2.8)

Eq. (2.8) relates the two-phase multiplier for liquid to the Martinel li parameter, the mass
quality and the constant C. The value of constant C depends on the type of fl ow and is
summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 -Values of Chisholm Constant C.
Turbulent- Turbulent Flow

c = 20

Laminar- Turbulent Flow

c = 12

Turbu lent- Laminar Flow

c = 10

Laminar- Laminar Flow

C=5

O li ver and Young Hoon ( 1968) tested isothermal fl ow of Newtonian and non-Newton ian
pseudoplastic fluid s during slug fl ow. Jt is stated that circulation or streamline deflection
ex ists ins ide the liquid s lugs depending on the liqu id film thickness around a bubble
being greater or less than 0.294 R, where R is the radius of the pipe. Oliver a nd Young
Hoon ( 1968) experimented by using 85% glycerol in water as Newton ian and 1.5%
SCMC and 1.3% Po lyox WSR 30 I in water as two non-Newtonian fluids .

Slug fl ow and annular fl ow were developed in a 0.25 inch glass test section. To measure
void fraction, qui ck-close valves were placed before a nd after this test section. These
va lves where simultaneously closed and the fraction of the tube occupied by trapped
liquid after it had drained in the vertical position was measured. A camera was mounted
on a movab le platform so that slugs cou ld be photographed . Graphite particles were
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introduced as tracer particles. Oliver and Young Hoon (1968) report that the streamline
pattern in Newtonian slug flow is characterized by a circulation while onl y stream line
deflections occur in the non-Newtonian slug flows. The data obtained were compared to
Lockhart and Martinelli's ( 1949) plots and satisfactory correlation was fo und for
Newtonian fluids, but the two non-Newtonian cases fell well below the calculated values.
Oliver and Young Hoon (1968) conducted several heat transfer experiments util izing
Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids in slug flow and annular flow. Using the same
fluids as previously mentioned, they were run through a heat exchanger test secti on with
0.25 inch 10. Outlet and inlet temperatures were measured, as well as six surface
temperatures along the heat exchanger. Oliver and Young Hoon ( 1968) plotted the results
as Graetz number versus Nusselt number. The definition for Graetz number and twophase flow Reynolds number used are given by equations (2.9) and (2.1 0).

n
0
Gz =- Re Pr 4

TP

L

(2.9)

(2. 10)

One important aspect of Oliver and Young Hoon's ( 1968) experiment is that the li quid
slug le ngth was varied. Several liquid slug lengths were used for a given set of liquid and
gas flow rates. The results show that for 85% g lycero l solutions (i.e. Newtonian fluids)
the heat transfer coefficient for short slugs was over 2 .5 times hi gher than those obtained
using long slugs. Therefore it was concluded that liquid slug length is a variable in
controlling heat transfer in two-phase slug flow.

Horvath et al. ( 1973) conducted experiments measunng the rad ial transport in
ho mogenou s flow and two-phase slug fl ow. An open tubular heterogeneous enzyme
reactor 60 em long having a 2.32 mm interna l diameter was utilized and a substrate
solution was used as a working fluid. The length to diameter aspect ratio of this setup was
LID = 260. Homogenous flow experiments were conducted to measure the radial mass
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transport to the substrate so lution. Then an average Nusselt number for the single phase
fl ow was calculated according to Eq. (2. I I):

J = N u On L c 1"

(2.11 )

In Eq. (2.11 ), J is the overall rate of reaction, N u is the average N usselt number, Dis the
tube diameter, L is the tube length, and c 111 is the logarithmic mean concentration of the
reactant which is given by Eq. (2. 12):

(2.1 2)

After the homogenous flow experiments, Horvath et al. ( I 973) tested two-phase plug
fl ows and measured the rad ia l mass transpot1 again. The average N usselt number for the
two-phase plug fl ow was calculated using a modified vers ion of Eq . (2 .11), given by Eq.
(2. I 3):

(2.13)

The variab le introduced in Eq. (2. I 3) is the vo id fraction whi ch Horvath et al. ( I 973)
denotes as

£

(normally denoted

ag

in a two-phase flow). It was found that when

comparing the radial transport in pl ug fl ow to sing le phase flow for small values of
Reynolds number, Schm idt number and dimensionless tube length, that the Nusselt
number significantly increased. For 30 < Re < 250, the N usselt number in single phase
flow is between 10 and 20. However, in plug flow with re latively long slugs the N usselt
num ber is 2 to 3 times higher than that of single phase flow. For slug flow with short
slugs the Nusselt number was much higher reaching a value of I 50 in the same range of
Reynolds numbers. Horvath et a!. ( I 973) compared the slug flow results to previous
studies on tu rbulent flow conducted by Bennett and Myers ( I 962). The N usselt number in
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turbul ent fl ow when Reynolds numbe r had a va lue of 3000 was I 00. T herefore the results
indicate that radia l mix ing generated in plug fl ow approach those usua lly obtained o nly in
turbulent fl ow.

In addit ion to the stra ight tube reacto r experiments, Horvath et a l. (1973) conducted
experiments w ith homogenous and two-phase slug flow in a coiled reactor. T he overall
rate of reacti o n was measured, then a average N usselt num ber was calcu lated, but for the
coiled reactor the Nusselt number was a lso dependent upon the ratio of the tu be d iameter
to the co iled diameter given by Eq. (2. 14) :

(2.14)

In Eq. (2.14), the vari able D, is the tube diameter, De is the co il diameter, and R * is the
coiled aspect ratio. Ho rvath et a l. ( 1973) fo und that coiling the tube greatly increases the
radi al transport due to the presence of a secondary fl ow in the cross-sectional plane
gene rated by centrifugal fo rces. Furthermo re, it is repo rted that for plug fl ow in coiled
tubes the two secondary flows (c irc ulatio n w ithin liquid pl ugs and c irculati on in the
cross-sectio na l p lane) act together syne rgeticall y. Due to the super-position ing of both
fl ow patterns a do uble he lical circul ation results.

Horvath et a l. ( 1973) reports that for re latively low Reynolds number and vo id fraction,
coiling can yie ld 80-1 00% increase in average N usse lt num ber. The data are presented in
a plot of average N usselt num ber versus d imensio nless plug length for both non-coi led
and co iled experi ments. It can be seen that fo r a dimension less pl ug length value of I 0, a
straight tube reactor resul ted in a average N usselt number of 34, w hile t he coi led tube
reactor w ith a coiled aspect ratio of 0.0 12 resulted in a average Nusselt number of 64.

Yrentas et a l. ( 1978) stud ied the characteristics of a pl ug flow fie ld ind uced by solid
spheres in a tube of liquid. This experimental study was among the first published
deta iling solid-liquid s lug fl ow. Yrentas et a l. ( 1978) states the principal di sadvantage of
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gas-liquid slug fl ows is that the plug fl ow fi eld depends on the properties of both fluids
and on other experimental variables. It becomes hard to create steady plug fl ows which
fill up the entire cross-section of a tube, leaving a thin liquid film . Alternatively, the film
thickness for solid-liquid slug fl ow can be controlled independentl y by choosing an
appropriate sphere size in relation to the tube diameter. This is the major advantage of
so lid-liquid slug fl ow over gas-liquid plug fl ow.

The major disadvantages of solid-liquid plug fl ow are also reported by Vrentas et al.
(1978). First, the increased pressure drop across the tube for liquid slugs of all sizes
results in a increased power requirement. Therefore liquid film thickness and slug length
must be chosen to optimize such a so lid-liquid slug fl ow system. Second, prov isions for
recycling and maintenance of the spheres must be made where this is not a concern for
gas-liquid systems.

Several theoretical assumptions are made by Vrentas et al. ( 1978) so that the analysis of
the solid-liquid slug fl ow is equivalent to the calculation of the velocity and temperature
fi elds in a cylindrical cav ity with a uniformly translating wall. The Nusselt number is
then defined for an ideal heat exchanger, as Eq. (2.1 5):

Nu = (h.), D = PeT. r
k
L(2 - T.)

(2 .15)

In Eq. (2.1 5), Ta is the dimensionless average fluid temperature. Vrentas et al. ( 1978)
utilized a horizontal heat exchanger, which was fed by a gear pump fo r experiments. The
length to diameter aspect ratio of the setup was LID = 128. Dow Corning 2 10 silicone oil
was used as the working fluid. Two grades with I 00 eSt and I 000 eSt viscosities were
chosen. Stainless steel spheres were introduced after the pum p at regulated intervals. The
spheres and fluid fl owed in a 0.95 em ID tube and the spheres were sized so that there
was less than a 0.0025 em clearance between sphere and tube wall. A reciprocating piston
was used to transfer the spheres between the exit and the entrance of the heat exchanger.
Freon TF (CCbF-CC IF2 ) vapour was utilized to maintain a constant wall temperature as
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it condensed . The ex it te mperature of the fluid was not re lia ble w hen data were collected
so a ll heat transfer coeffi c ients reported by Vrentas et a l. ( 1978) are based on heat flows
deduced from measured condensation rates.

Vrentas et a l. ( 1978) presents the experim enta l results graphica lly. Peclet number is
plotted versus N usselt number for a range of dimensionl ess plug le ngths. The single
phase flow of s ilicone o il is a lso plotted on this graph and the N usselt number used for
thi s flow was given by Eq. (2. 16) :

(2. 16)

T he plot ranges from 4 < Pe < 18 and 3 values for dimensionless slug length are shown,
these values being 2 1, 77 and 122 . For a value of Peclet number eq ua l to I 0, the s ingle
phase flow results in a Nusse lt number of 6.90. For the same value of Pec let numbe r the
N usselt numbers fo r 2 1, 77, and 122 dimensionl ess plug length values are 14.2, 17.0, and
19 .9 respectively. It is c learly seen from the results that as dimensionless plug le ngth
decreases (i.e. making the liquid slugs shorter) the N usselt numbe r increases. A nother
interesting note is that for single phase fl ow the N usselt number is a non-linear functi on
of Peclet numbe r, but for plug fl ows in thi s experiment, the N usselt num ber had a lmost
near linear relationshi p w ith Peclet number.

Muzychka and Yovanov ich (2004) developed a genera l mode l for predi cting the heat
transfer coefficient in the combined entry region of non-circular ducts. The mode l was
deve loped by combining the solution fo r a fl at plate w ith a model developed fo r the
Graetz fl ow problem. T he mode l develo ped for t he Graetz flow problem was developed
by combin ing a mode l for fully developed flow w it h the Leveq ue approxi mation. The
f ully developed fl ow mode l is g iven in Eq. (2.1 7) :
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(2.17)

In Eq. (2.17), c 1 = 3.24 for uniform wall temperature (UWT) boundary condition and c 1 =
3.86 for uniform wall flux (UWF) boundary condition. The parameter y is chosen based

on the channe l geometry, although upper and lower bounds of this parameter are fixed at
values of 1/ 10 and -3/ 10. The full y developed flow model predicted available data within
a ± I 0%. The Leveque approximation which is valid where the thermal boundary layer
develops in the region near the wall where the velocity profile is linear is given by Eq.
(2. 18):

(2.18)

The model given by Eq. (2.1 8) predicts both average Nusselt and local Nusselt numbers.
The value of c2 is 1 for local conditions and 3/2 for average conditions. The symbol l;
indicates the dimensionless parameters are based on some arbitrary length scale. The
value of c3 is 0.427 fo r UWT condition and 0.517 for UWF condition. Muzychka and
Yovanovich (2004) combine Eq. (2.17) and (2 .1 8) using the Churchill and Usagi ( 1972)
asymptotic correlation method. This method resulted in a model predicting the Graetz
fl ow problem and is given by Eq. (2.1 9):

(2.19)

The values for all constants that appear in Eq. (2. 19) are summarized in a table presented
by Muzychka and Yovanovich (2004). The general model for predicting the heat transfer
coefficient for the combined entry region is then developed by combining Eq. (2 .1 9) with
the solution for a flat plate. Applying the same asymptotic correlation as before, the
general model is presented in Eq. (2.20):
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m

Nu~(z')= (c1-r)r +[{c,c{&:.~ Jl +H~ Jrr

m

(2.20)

T he parameter m, in Eq. (2 .20) is a functio n of Prandtl number and is given by Eq. (2.2 1) .
I

m = 2.27 + 1.65Pr 3

(2.2 1)

T he genera l mode l developed and g iven by Eq. (2.20) is va lid for 0. 1 < Pr < oo, 0 < z* <
oo, both unifo rm wall te mperature (U WT) and unifo rm wall flux (U W F), and fo r loca l
a nd ave rage N usselt numbe rs. Muzychka and Yovanov ich (2004) compared the model to
available data and the mode l agreed w ithin ± 15% fo r most non-c ircular ducts.

Kreutzer et a l. (2005) a imed to deve lop a pressure drop mode l for segmented fl ow
(Taylor F low) in capillaries that takes the plug and bubble length into account and a llows
the plug length to be dete rmined fro m expe rimenta l pressure drop data. Experiments were
conducted in a capillary tube w ith 2 .3 mm interna l diameter. A specia l inlet was
constructed from a tapered channe l and hypodermi c needle w hic h a llowed the liquid plug
and bubble le ngths to be varied . Segmented fl o ws consisting of a ir-water, a ir-decane, and
a ir-tetradecane were examined. T he gas and liquid supe rfic ia l ve locities were vari ed from
0.04 m/s to 0.3 m/s. Kreutzer et a l. (2005) found numerically and ex perimentally that for
plug fl ow w ith Re >> I , the extra pressure terms may be ta ken into account using the
ratio of Capillary number to Reyno lds number given as (Ca/ Re). T he mode l developed is
given in Eq . (2.22) :

f=~( l +0.1 7 -~ (Ca)o.33J
Re

Ls

Re

(2.22)

Additio na lly, Kreutzer et a l. (2005) a lso mode lled the plug flow numericall y us ing the
CF D code F IDA P. When numeri cal data was compared to the experimental data a
corre latio n was constructed by replac in g the 0.1 7 in Eq. (2.22) w ith 0.07. T he di fference
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experimental and numerical data is not attributed to experimental error, but is

explained by the Marangoni effect which deals with impurities in the experimental fluids .
Note that when Eq. (2.22) is used to model single phase flow, the L *s is equal to infinity
and the right term in the brackets approaches zero. The model then becomes the Hagen Poiseuille flow solution for laminar flow in a pipe given by Eq. (2.23):

f=Ji

(2.23)

Re

Lakehal et al. (2006) conducted computational microtluidics flow simulations to examine
heat transfer in small tubes. The simulations were performed using the CMFD code
TransA T© developed at ASCOMP. Three flow patterns where studied at various flow
rates in a 1 mm internal diameter pipe, there were identified as: bubbly flow, slug flow,
and bubbly-train slug. The wall condition was taken to be uniform wall temperature
(UWT) and the flow pattern effects on heat transfer were studied. The wall temperature
was set to 340 K and the inflow temperature was set to 300 K.

Results from Lakehal et al. (2006) show that the overall heat removal rate in two-phase
flow is higher than in single phase flow. A simple model for two-phase slug flow heat
transfer is presented and given by Eq. (2.24):

4

Nu:::; Nuw + C Pr1° ReLS5
4

(2 .24)

The Nuw in Eq. (2.24) is the fu lly developed single phase Nusselt number which is 3.67
for uniform wall temperature (UWT) condition and 4.36 for uniform wall flux (UWF)
condition. C in Eq. (2.24) is a model constant and has a value of 0.022. The model is
valid for segmented flow in micro-scale devices where L ;:::; 0 mm and Pr > I liquids.
Lakehal et al. (2006) describes the model in Eq . (2.24) as being a guideline to be used by
engineers for desi gn purposes.
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Yu et al. (2007) conducted experiments and numerical simulations to examine bubble
shape, size and formation mechanisms during segmented fl ow in micro-channels. These
mechanisms were investigated for different fl ow rates, different mixer geometries, and
varying Capillary numbers. Yu et al. (2007) examined two different mi xer geometries.
One was a cross-shaped mixer w ith liquid channels perpendicular to the main channel,
while the other was a converging mixer, where liquid inlets were 45° to the main channel.
All channels were square cross-section, with a 125 ).1m and 250 ).1m side length. The
fluids used were air, sucrose so lution with viscosity of 30 cP, glucose so lution with
viscosity of 60 cP, and mineral oil with a viscosity of 75 cP. Simulations were conducted
using Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM). One advantage of this method is that for twophase flows, the phase separation took place spontaneously in non-ideal fluid or between
two immiscible fluid components, without the need to track the interface . The simulations
were carried out in most cases using 600 grid points over the channel length, however to
reduce simulation time 300 grid points were used for short channels. Yu et al. (2007)
presented experimental and LBM simulation results visually as pictures fo r several
combinations of flow rate and Capillary number. The combinations used were: Ca =
0.007 with Qg:Q1 = 1: l , Ca = 0.01 7 with Qg:Q1 = I :2, and Ca = 0.035 with Qg:Q1 = 1:4.
The differences between the two mi xer geometries are also shown visually as pictures. It
is reported that larger gas to liquid flow rate ratio lead to longer gas bubbles. Maintaining
the same flow rate ratio, but decreasing the Capillary number by changing fl uids yielded
a longer gas bubble. The mixer geometry had some effects on bubble length and spacing
between bubbles. The converging channel geometry lead to longer liquid plugs between
bubbles at Ca = 0.035 with Qg:Q 1 = I :4 but the bubble size was similar in both cases.
However, fo r the other two combinations of Capillary number and fl ow rate ratio, the
converging channel mixer lead to longer gas bubbles and longer liquid plugs. Yu et al.
(2007) states that the LBM simulation had discrepancies in the results when compared to
experi mental data investigating the mixer geometry. This was explained by the
simulation being unable to complete ly capture the wetting conditions between the fluid
and channel wall and the flow in narrow liquid fi lm between the bubble and channel wall.
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Mohseni and Ba ird (2007) investigated the use of electrowetti ng on dielectric (EWOD) as
a driv ing fo rce for a new method of cooling micro-devices that is termed digitized heat
transfer (DHT). EWO D is used for transporting droplets of electrically conductive liquid
metal alloys by the application of an electric field normal to the d irection of flow. The
EWO D force is generated by lining a micro-channel w ith e lectrodes and sequentia lly
firing them such that a slugs leading edge is continually between grounded electrodes.
Mohseni and Baird (2007) state this is a excellent way to generate two-phase segmented
flow of liquid metal alloys which typically have orders of magni tude higher therma l
conductivities than non-metallic liquids such as water and o ils. The liquid metal alloy of
Galinstan is suggested as an excellent candidate for a EWOD micro-cooling dev ice since
it is inexpens ive, non-tox ic, readily available, and has 65 times less thermal resistance
than water. Mohseni and Baird (2007) derive simple equations for EWOD app lications.
One such s imple equatio n is for EWO D droplet velocity given by Eq . (2.25):

cV 2 H

u

=-- drop

In E q. (2.25),

Uctrop

(2.25)
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is the average bulk velocity of a droplet, c is the capacitance per unit

area of the dielectric layers, Vis the applied vo ltage, His the height of the channe l and L
is the length of the channel. S imple expressions for heat transfer characteristics for
uniform wall temperature (UWT) and uniform wall flux (UWF) conditions are a lso
presented . For the UWT conditi o n the expression for overal l heat transfer is given by Eq.
(2 .26):
(2 .26)

In Eq. (2.26), n is the droplet ratio, W is the channel w idth, a nd p1 is the liquid metal
a lloys density. For t he UWF condition an expression for outlet temperature is given by
Eq. (2.27):

=

T
o
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Awad and Muzychka (2007) developed simple express1ons for the upper and lower
bounds for two-phase frictional pressure gradient in mini-channels and micro-channels.
The lower bound is based on Ali et al. (1993) correlation for laminar-laminar flow which
is given by Eq. (2.28):

(2.28)

The upper bound is based on the Chisholm correlation for laminar-laminar fl ow and is
given by Eq . (2.29):

x)l_t, [I+ 5(--=---Jo.s[El_Jo.s(~tg Jo.s + (--=-J(£LJ(~tg J] (2.29)
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Awad and Muzychka (2007) then develop a average or mean bound based on the
arithmetic mean of the lower bound and upper bound, this mean bound is given by
equation (2.30).

x)~t, [I+2 _5 (~)o. s (El_Jo. s (~g Jo.s+(--=-J[ELJ(~g J] (2.30)
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Note that the mean model given by Eq . (2.30) is equivalent to the Ch isholm correlation
with a value of C = 2.5. The mean model is then compared to published data graphicall y
by plotting the two-phase flow multiplier for liquid versus the Martinelli parameter. Data
published by Lee and Lee (200 I), Chung and Kawaji (2004) and Kawaji et al. (2005) are
plotted and the mean bound predicts the data with a root mean square (RMS) error of
17.91%, 19.29%, and 10.49%, respectively.
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Fries et al. (2008) examined segmented flow in a rectangular micro-channel using Laser
Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (LSM). The
microfluidic channel used had a length of 2 m and a height equal to the width of 200 ± 2
)..Un.

As fluids, ethanol, water, glycerol in aqueous so lution at different concentrations and

nitrogen were used. Fries et al. (2008) varied the flow rates from 20 - 60 )..I.Limin for the
liquid phase and 30 - I00 )..I.Limin for the gas phase. The corresponding superficial
velocities for these flow rates are 0.008 - 0.025 m/s for the liquid phase and 0.013 0.042 m/s for the gas phase. The liquid plug length, gas bubble length, pressure drop, and
film thickness over the range of superficial velocities were examined.

Fries et al. (2008) reports that in analyzing the liquid plug lengths over the complete
channel length resulted in constant plug length, except for ethanol. It was found that in
general, the plug length increases with increasing superficial liquid velocity at a constant
gas flow rate. When the gas bubble length was examined there was elongation of the
bubbles due to the pressure drop in the channel. The gas bubble length is plotted
graphically versus the reactor length for ethanol-nitrogen. It is shown that the gas bubble
length depends on the pressure and for a constant superficial gas velocity of 0.042 m/s,
on the superficial liquid velocity: an increase in the liquid flow rate results in a decrease
of the gas bubble length. The gas bubble elongation is caused only by the pressure drop,
no coalescence was observed in any experiment.

The pressure drop results are shown graphically as a plot of pressure drop versus the
squared sum of superficial velocities. Increasing the velocity leads to an enhanced
pressure drop, this increase in pressure drop is Iin ear to the square of the sum of the
superficial velocities. It is also shown that less viscous fluids give smaller pressure drop
values that fluids with higher viscosity, which is to be expected. Fries et al. (2008)
compares the measured pressure drop to six different models. The first three models are:
homogenous model with fanning friction factor f = 16/Re, the Bretherton ( 196 1) model
and the Kreutzer et al. (2005) model which include correction factors for the extra
pressure in plug flow. The homogenous model was shown to drastically under-predict the
data while the Bretherton (1961) model was shown to describe the results best.
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T he Kreutzer et al. (2005) mode l under-predicted the data as well but the reason fo r thi s
was Kreutzer et a l. (2005) examined c ircular channe ls w hereas the current study
examined rectangul ar channe ls. In addition to these first three models, Fri es et a l. (2008)
further compares pressure drop data to three mode ls based o n Lockhart and Martine lli
( 1949) theory. T hese three mode ls are the C hi sho lm ( 1967) mode l, the Lee and Lee
(200 I) mode l and the M ishima (1996) model. It is shown that good agreements are made
w ith models based on micro-cha nne ls w hereas the models develo ped fo r macro-scale
over-predi ct the pressure drop measurem ents.

Fries et a l. (2008) measured the film thickness usmg LS M. The results fo r the film
thi ckness measurements are compared graphically w ith corre latio ns from literature
inc luding those proposed by Kreutzer et a l (2005), Bretherton ( 1961) and Ko lb and Cerro
( 199 1). It was found that at higher Capillary number the gas bubbles e lo ngate and the
measurements are mo re comparable to lite rature. For sma ller Capilla ry number (Ca <
0.00 I) the corner fi lm thickness is nearly independent fro m Capilla ry number. It was
confi rmed that fo r Ca < 0.0 1 no sig nificant change in fi lm thickness occurred fo r
reducing the Capilla ry number. T his agreed w ith t he measurements done by Kolb and
Cerro ( 199 1).

Narayanan and Lakeha l (2008) examined the Nusselt number and pressure d rop fo r
bubble and p lug flow thro ugh simulations conducted using the CMF D code TransA T©
developed at ASCOMP. Simulatio ns were performed under ax isymmetric conditions fo r
single and two-phase flows fo r zero-grav ity, down-flow and up-flow configuratio ns. T he
simulatio ns were compared to experimenta l data produced by Chen et a l. (2002) w ho
investigated a ir-water two-phase fl ow at various flow speeds in a c losed loop pipe hav ing
I mm and 1.5 mm interna l d iameter.

Narayanan and Lakeha l (2008) repo rt that fo r bubb ly fl ow the average N usselt number of
I 0.7 is obtained fo r a ll three cases w ith d ifferent orientations w ith respect to grav ity. For
plug fl ows, the average Nusse lt number of 15 is obtained, however a d iscern ible trend is
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present with respect to gravity orientation . The down-flow case has a 4% higher average
Nusselt number as compared to the zero-gravity case. The results are presented
graphicall y by plotting local Nusselt number versus dimensionless channel length. For
bubbly flow, the local Nusselt number smoothly goes through a maximum at the center of
the bubble where the liquid layer is squeezed . For the plug flow, the maximum value of
local Nusselt number occurs at the rear end of the plug where the gap between the
interface and the wall is very smal l. Orientation with respect to gravity plays a role in
shifting the location of breakup upstream for the up-flow case, which results in larger
breakup frequency. However, the N usselt numbers obtained are of simi liar magnitudes to
those obtained by Monde and Mitsutake ( 1995) and Ua-Arayaporn et al. (2005). Overal l
the average Nusselt numbers from Narayanan and Lakehal (2008) simu lations transport 3
to 4 times more heat than single phase flows. Furthermore, Narayanan and Lakehal
(2008) propose a simple model for Nusse lt number for practical applications. This model
is given by Eq . (2.31 ):
(2.31)

In Eq. (2.3 1), Nuw is the Nusselt number for fu lly developed si ngle phase flow having a
value of 3.67 for uniform wall temperature (UWT) and 4.36 for uniform wa ll flux
(UWF), C is a model constant that was computed for best fit with data and has a value of
0.022. Note that the Reynolds number is based on the liquid p lug length. This mode l can
be used to determine the Nusselt number in sim ilar situations involving we ll defined gas
inclusions such as bubbles and slugs evolving in microfluidic devices, where L > I mm
and Pr > I liquids. The model was shown to fit remarkably wel l with the s imulated
Nusselt data. Additionally, Narayanan and Lakehal (2008) examine the pressure drop and
results are plotted graphically as pressure drop versus local channel position. The
pressure drop was found to be higher in the case of up-flow as compared to zero-gravity
and down-flow cases in that order. Bubbly flow was observed to have a lower pressure
drop than s in gle phase flow (except the up-flow case) and slug flow has a 14 - 15 %
larger pressure drop than the single phase flow.
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Muzychka and Awad (2008) present three different methods for two-phase flow
modelling in mini-channels and micro-channels. The first method is a series of effective
property models for homogenous flows that consist of mode ls for viscosity, density,
fanning friction factor, and Reynolds number. The second method was a new asymptotic
model for the two-phase frictional multipliers. This is developed using the asymptotic
analysis method introduced by Churchill and Usagi (1972). T hi s asymptotic model is
g iven by Eq. (2.32) and (2 .33):

~, =[I + (~,
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I
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(2.32)

(2.33)

The parameter p that appears in Eq. (2.32) and (2.33) has a value chosen whi ch
minimizes the root mean square (RMS) error between the model predictions and
published data. The third method presented by Muzychka and Awad (2008) for
modelling two-phase fl ow in mini-channels and micro-channels is a rational bounds
model for two-phase frictional pressure gradient. This model was deve loped by Awad
and Muzychka (2007) and was detailed previous ly in thi s literature review. The effective
property mode ls for v iscos ity are com pared to publi shed data from U ngar and Cornwell
(1992), Tran et al. (2000), Cavallini et al. (2005) and Fie ld and Hrnjak (2007). The
effective viscosity model that best predicted the experimental data was the Maxwell
Eucken II mode l. This model has the lowest RMS error of 16.47% and is given by Eq .
(2.34):

(2.34)

The asymptotic models and mean bounds model developed by Muzychka and Awad
(2008) given by Eq. (2.32), (2.33) and (2.30) are compared to published data graphica ll y
by plotting the two-phase flow multipliers versus the Martinelli parameter X. T he fitting
parameter p was chosen to be 0.5 for comparison with data. The published data used in
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comparing Eq. (2.32) was Lee and Lee (200 I) data, Chung and Kawaji (2004) data and
Kawaji et al. (2005) data. The published data used in comparing Eq. (2.33) was Kawaji et
al. (2005) data and Ohtake et al. (2005) data. The mean bounds model given by Eq.
(2.30) was compared to all five data sets. The asymptotic model predicted liquid twophase flow multiplier with RMS errors of I 4.07%, 16.09% and 1 I .34%, while the mean
bounds model predicted the data with a RMS error of I 7.91 %, 19.29%, and I 0.49%
respectively. The asymptotic model predicted gas two-phase flow multiplier with RMS
error of I 7.36% and 24. I 6%, while the mean bounds model had RMS errors of 14.87%
and 28.04% respectively. The asymptotic models overall show best prediction of data
when compared to the performance ofthe mean bounds mode l.

Muzychka et al. (2009) reviewed classic Graetz flow problems and heat transfer
characteristics. Two models were developed using the asymptotic characteristics of plug
and poiseulle flows for the constant wall boundary condition. These models were created
using the Churchiii-Usagi asymptotic correlation method for thermally developing Graetz
flow. For slug flow the model for dimensionless heat transfer is given by Eq. (2.35) and
the poiseulle flow model for dimensionless heat transfer is given by Eq. (2.36):

I

q·

=[C~J +( 4~· )T

q' = [[

(2.35)

r
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2

(2.36)

In Eq. (2.35) and (2.36), q* is the dimensionless heat transfer and L * is the dimensionless
length. Muzychka et al. (2009) use the mode ls in Eq. (2.35) and (2.36) and simple heat
transfer theory to prove that the only way thermal enhancement can be ach ieved is if and
only if a change in local ve locity profile can be induced through segmentation. Thus
clearly showi ng that the circulations present in liquid plugs during plug flow are the on ly
mechan ism that leads to heat transfer enhancement. T he dimensionless heat transfer and
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dimensionless length are then redefined to take into account the plug length and void
fraction , these definitions are given by Eq. (2.37) and (2.38):

(2.37)

L* = (L/ D)

(2.38)

Pe 0

Muzychka et a l. (2009) then compare these new defi nitions of dimension less heat transfer
and dimensionless length g iven by Eq . (2 .37) a nd (2.38) to published data. The
comparison is made graphicall y by plotting dimensionless heat transfer versus
d imension less length. The data used were produced by Oliver and Young Hoon ( 1968),
Horvath (1973), Yrentas (1978), Narayanan and Lakehal (2008), and Prothero a nd Burton
( 1961 ). T hese plots clearly indicate that better scaling of the dimensionless data is
obtained when true wetted surface area and plug length are considered. Furthermore,
Muzychka et al. (2009) proposes a model for predicting heat transfer for lam inar gasliquid segmented fl ow based on the wetted surface area given by Eq . (2.39):
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(2.39)

Where Ls* is the dime nsionless plug le ngth given by Eq. (2.40):

L • = na 1 L5 k
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(2.40)

Walsh et al. (2009) conducted a investigation of segmented flow under un iform wall heat
flux (UWF) condition. Experiments consisted of testing segmented fl ow in a heated
section of stainless steel tube that was 2 m in length having a 1.5 mm internal diameter.

The temperature measurements were taken using four k-type thermocouples and a FLI R
Systems (IR) camera. Walsh et al. (2009) presents a plot of time averaged mean wall
temperature rise versus distance from the entrance of the tube for single phase flow and
three segmented flows with slug length to diameter ratios of 1.6, 5.7 and 14.3 . The
general trends observed are that: shorter slugs provide augmented heat transfer over the
entire test section; moderate length slugs can result in a degradati on of heat transfer rates
within early entrance region but augment in fully developed regions; and long length
slugs can result in a degradation of heat transfer rates throughout the system. Thi s is the
first time that heat tra nsfer rates for segmented fl ows with entrance region details were
published.

Furthermore, Wa lsh et a l. (2009) present a plot of local Nusselt number normalized by
the liquid wetted region versus the inverse Graetz parameter x* . T his plot clearly shows
that slug fl ow can degrade heat transfer within the entrance region but wi ll typically
augment heat transfer within the fully developed region. It was found that in transition ing
from the entrance region to the fully developed region, the local N usse lt number
oscillated about the fully developed limit w ith a period equal to the length of one internal
liquid plug circulation. The maximum augme ntation shown in this plot is a 700%
enha ncement over the fully developed continuous Graetz flow limit, this was for the
shorter slugs w ith slug length to dia meter ratio 1.6. Walsh et al. (2009) develops a model
to predict local Nusselt number in segmented fl ows which consisted of deriving
expressions for both the developing and fully developed regions. T he entrance region
asymptote was derived by taking the mean between the plug flow and poiseulle flow
limits and is given by Eq. (2.41):

Nu x(s.En t)

= Nu x(P.Ent) + ~
s
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[Nu(pi.Ent) - Nu (p.EntJ

(2.4 1)

The fully developed flow limit is derived by adding the enhancement due to slug flow to
the poiseulle flow limit and is given by Eq. (2.42):

I

Nu x(s,Dev)

D J2
= Nu x(p.Dev) + 31.5 ( L.

(2.42)

Walsh et al. (2009) then combine the two asymptotic limits in Eq. (2.4 1) and (2.42) using
the Churchiii-Usagi asymptotic correlation method. T he final model created is g iven by
Eq. (2.43):

(2.43)

The blending parameter n in Eq . (2.43) was given a value of 10 and the model showed
excellent agreement with experimental data when presented graphically. Overall, Walsh
eta I.'s (2009) findin gs provide greater understanding of the phys ics of segmented flow.
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Chapter-3
Experimental Methods
3.1 Introduction
T his chapter details the design of two mini ature heat sinks as we ll as the experimental
setup used for measuring the heat transfer characteristics of a two-phase segmented flow
in these sinks. First, experimental objectives w ill be discussed, fo llowed by a detailed
description of the conceptual design and fabrication of the two heat sin ks. The
experimenta l apparatus, assembly, operation, and procedures w ill then be presented.
Experiments carried o ut to calibrate the equipment wi ll a lso be inc luded . F ina lly, a
di scussio n on experimental unce1iainty w ill be addressed.

3.2 Experimental Objectives
The main obj ectives of the experime nt are to measure and determine the heat transfer
characteristics of two-phase flow in a miniature heat transfer system. T he focus w il l be
on the comparison of single phase flow to two-phase flow, in particular segmented two
phase flow. Attentio n will a lso be g iven to how results vary accord ing to changes in flow
path geometry. Hence, it was decided that two distinct test units would be conceived . For
the purpose of this experiment the most suitab le design wou ld be two miniature heat
sinks. T hese designs would have varying flow path geometries, while maintaining the
sa me c ross-sectional area and total path le ngth, w hic h is beneficial w he n conducting a
comparison of both heat s inks.
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3.3 Miniature heat sinks
Two miniature heat sinks were designed using SolidWorks 2007 computer aided design
software. The designs were submitted to Memorial Technical Services (Mechanical
Division) for fabrication. Each heat sink was comprised of two parts of stainless steel
(thermal conductivity k

= 16 W/m·k) with dimensions of 30 mm x 30 mm x 3.5 mm.

Each stainless steel part was polished to a mirror fini sh on one face . The technical
drawing for the heat sinks are in Appendix A.

The first part is a base p late in which a custom designed fluid path was machine cut into
the polished surface. The second part functions as a cover plate. The cover plate has
small grooves machine cut in the non-polished face to house thermocouples. These
thermocouples are installed in five specific positions in order to measure the center and
average temperature of the heat sink. In the first heat sink a square wave pattern was
machined. This heat sink will be termed the Square Sink. In the second heat sink a spiral
pattern was machined. This heat sink will be termed the Spiral Sink. The flow path
designs are illustrated in Figure 3.1 .

••

Figure 3.1 - Flow path designs: Square and Spiral.

The aforementioned patterns were designed with the eq uivalent cross sectional area and
total path length. T he channel cross sectional area is a I mm x l mm square and the total
path length is 213 mm. The fabricated base plates are illustrated in Figure 3.2.

The base plate and the cover plate are oriented such that the polished faces mate together.
Two strip heaters are then attached to the external faces of the base and cover plates.
These strip heaters provide symmetrical a nd constant heat flux to the sink. A hand-
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tightened C-clamp is used to provide adequate compressive force to the heat sink,
eliminating system leakage and maintaining the proper flui d flow w ithin the channel.

Figure 3.2- Fabricated base plates: Square and Spiral.

The fluid inlet a nd outlet ports were positioned differently for both heat si nks. In the
Square Sink, the inlet and outlet ports were located solely on the base plate. However, in
the Spiral Sink the inlet port was located on the cover plate whereas the outl et port was
located on the base plate. This was due to clearance issues regarding the thickness of the
base plate. All ports were 2 mm in diameter and threaded using a 2/64 inch imperial tap.
The ports were threaded so that a I/ I 6 inch two-way hose barb could be inserted and
securely fastened. The Square Sink and Spiral Sink cover plates are illustrated in Figure
3.3.

Figure 3.3 - Cover plate designs: Square and Spiral.

It is clearly observed that the Spiral Sink cover plate (on the right of Figure 3 .3) diffe rs
from the Square Si nk cover plate (on the left in Figure 3.3) in that it contains an
add itional conduit which supplies fluid to the center of the spiral chan nel on the base
plate. T he five thermocouple grooves are visible in each cover plate. Four of the
thermocouples are located at the center of each quadrant, used to measure average surface
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temperature. T he fifth thermoco uple is located at the center of each cover plate, used to
measure center temperature. The technical drawings for both sin ks are prov ided in
Appendix A.

3.4 Experimental Apparatus, Assembly and Operation
3.4.1 Introduction
This section will examine the apparatus, assembl y and operation of the experimenta l
setup utilized to measure the heat transfer cha racteristics and the pressure drop across the
heat s inks. F irst, deta ils w ill be g iven about each indi vidua l component of the system,
including its particular ro le and technical aspects. Next, the comp lete construction of
custom-made apparatus as well as experimental assembly wi ll be rev iewed. Last, the
o peration of the experimental setup w ill be discussed.

3.4.2 Experimental Apparatus
3.4.2.1 Pumps
Two identical pumps are used fo r the s ing le and two-phase flow experi ments. These are
HARVARD Syringe Pump Mode l 33 . These pumps are dual (or twin) syringe pump
models meaning they can be equipped w ith two syringes. The HARVARD Syringe Pump
Model 33 is illustrated in Figure 3 .4. T he pump operates off 115 VAC supply and can
de liver up to 53 .346 m l/min w ith a 50 ml syringe, is capable of pressures up to 99.5 psi
w ith a 20 ml syringe w ith an accuracy of ± 1.0%. T he pump operates in one of two
modes, proportional or continuous. In proportional mode the syringes may have diffe rent
di ameters and rates w hil e in continuous mode both syringes use the same diameter and
rate.
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F;gure 3.4- HAR VA RD Syr;nge Pump Model33.

For the s ingle phase and two-phase fl ow experiments, the pump w ill be equipped w ith
two 60 ml syringes, w ill be used in continuous mode w ith diameter set to 26.82 mm (th is
is the internal di ameter of the 60 mm syringes measured with a te lescopic gauge).

3.4.2.2 Thermocouples
A total of seven copper constantan 30 gage thermocouples are used to measure the inlet,
outlet, and fi ve surface temperatures during the s ing le and two -phase flow experiments.
T he seven thermocoup les are connected to the DAQ on channe ls 2 to 8 and the locations
of each thermocouple w ith regards to DAQ channe l and cover plate position a re deta iled
in Figure 3.5. The inlet and outlet are C H7 and CH8. T he thermocouples have an
accuracy of ±0.1 °C. T he inlet and outlet thermocoupl es had to be custom-made us ing a
T-junction. The deta ils of thi s a re found in Section 3.3.3 . T he thermocouples are
calibrated and checked using a constant te mperature bath of ice and water, the deta ils of
thi s are found in Secti on 3.5.

CH6

CHS

CH3 CH2 CH4
Figure 3.5 - Thermocouple locaNon and channel ass;gnment.
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3.4.2.3 Pressure Transducers
Two pressure transducers were used to measure the differential pressure drop across the
inlet and outlet of the heat sinks. The first was an OMEGADYNE PX81 D0-05001 model
pressure transducer which was used for experiments with the Square Sink. This pressure
transducer is rated for 0-50 psid with an electrical supply of 25-30 VDC and has a current
output of 4 to 20 mAmps. It was calibrated by OMEGADYNE INC. using standards set
by the United States National Institute of Standards Technology (NIST). While the
pressure transducer' s high end pressure readings follow a linear trend, the low end
pressure readings do not follow a linear trend. Therefore, a calibration curve was
developed to account for this deviation. The details of this calibration are found in
Section 3.5.

Figure 3.6- PX81 D0-050DI (left) and PX409-005DWU5V (right).

The reason for the switch in pressure transducers was due to the non-linear nature of the
PX8l D0-05001 model, therefore it was decided to order a new transducer but utilize the
previous model until the new one arrived. The second pressure transducer used in
experiments was a OM EGA DYNE PX409-005DWU5V model. This pressure transducer
was used in experiments w ith the Spiral Sink. This pressure transducer is rated for 0-5
psid with an electrical supply of 24 VDC and has a voltage output of 0 to 5 VDC. It was
calibrated by OMEGADYNE INC. using standards set by the United States National
Institute of Standards Technology (NIST). The calibration worksheet was included with
the packaged unit, and is given in Section 3.5. Both of the OMEGADYNE transducers
used for experiments have an accuracy of ± 1%. The transducers are shown in Figure 3.6.
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3.4.2.4 Heaters
Each heat sink was equipped with two WATLOW heating strips to provide a symmetric
and constant heat flux. The dimensions of each heating strip are 25 mm x 25 mm. They
are positioned with the same orientation on opposing sides of the heat sink using pressure
sensitive adhesive (PSA). The heating strips required an excitation of 28 VDC to provide
a constant 5 W of heat. Reducing the input voltage to the heater simply reduces the power
output. The power is related to the resistance and voltage drop across the heater given by
Eq. (3.1):

y2
P=R

(3.1)

where P is power, V is voltage and R is resistance. Two heating strip power wires were
connected in parallel yielding an equivalent resistant of 83.50 Q for the Square Sink and
79.40 0 for the Spiral Sink. The wiring diagram for the heaters is shown in Figure 3.7.

+

DC Power
Supply

Heater

Heater

Figure 3. 7 - Wiring diagram for WATLOW heating strips.

3.4.2.5 Power Supply
Two EXTEC H 382200 series power supplies were used to provide excitation to the
heating strips and the pressure transducer. These power supplies are variable DC output
with a range of 0 - 30 VDC and current output of 0 - I amp. The accuracy of the power
supplies was ±1.0 %. The two power supplies are shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8- EXTECH 382200 power supplies.

3.4.2.6 Hydraulic Components
The hydra ulic components consist of van ous parts shown in Figure 3.9. These
components include seve ral T -junctions, valves, connectors, and tubing . A ll the luer-lock
connectors were sized for the l/16 inch 10 Na lgene tu bing. For the generation of two phase segmented fl ow a PEEK 0 .020 inch T-juncti on was used to create long liquid sl ugs
w hile a 0.0625 inch stainless steel T-junct ion was used to create short liquid slugs. Al l
compone nts were obta ined from Co le- Parmer LA BCOR Inc.

Figure 3.9 - Hydraulic components: (a) check valves, (b) two-way connector, (c) shut-off
valve, (d) 0.165 inch T -junction, (e) PEEK 0.020 inch T-junction, (/) 0. 0625 inch
stainless steel T-junction, (g) 0. 03125 inch T-junction, (h) 1116 inch ID Nalgene tubing.
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3.4.2.7 Data Acquisition System
The data acqui sition is carried out us ing a KEIT HLEY 2700 Data Acqui sition System. It
is capable of simultaneous ly reading and recording 25 channels. The KEIT H LEY 2700
interfaces w ith a computer via RS232 seri al cable, and XLINX Statt- Up Software version
2. I .0 was used to communicate w ith the unit. For the purpose of measuring temperatures
and pressure during the si ng le and two-phase fl ow experiments, seven thermocouple
w ires w ith quick connect blocks as well as one wire fo r the pressure transducer signal
were connected to the KE IT HLEY 2700. The XLINX software was setup to read the
thermocouples as T-type (in °C) and read the pressure transducer channel as current input
(in mA). The KE ITHL EY 2700 DA Q is shown in Figure 3. 10.

Figure 3.10- KEITHLEY 2 700 Data Acquisition System.

3.4.2.8 Camera
The camera used for taking photographs of the two-phase segme nted flow du ring each
experime nta l run was a SONY Handycam model HDR-FX7. T he camera is capab le of
hi gh definiti on picture and video. During video recording the data is stored on a HO Y
cassette however still p hotographs are stored on a memory card. The photographs were
transferred from a memory card to a computer for slug length analys is after each
experiment. Each photograph had a ruler in the fie ld of v iew for measurement reference.
The accuracy used in uncertainty analysis fo r measurements taken from the high
definition photographs was ±0.2 mm.
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3.4.2.9 Fluids
The working fluids used in all experiments were water, canola oil, and air. The properties
for water were calculated using the following expressions,

P water

= -342.584 + 164.103 T 0 5 -5.01225 T
3

CPwater

5

= 3805070-1028080 T 0 5 + 111160 T- 6005.26 T 2 + ]62.081 T 2 -1.7482 T 2
kwater

= -2.76131 + 0.340118 T 0 5 - 0.00838245 T
3

~l water

= (31.6371 -6.37804 T 0 5 + 0.485827 T- 0.016519 T 2 + 0.000211278 T 2 ) 3

The benchmarking of single phase water using the above expressions for the properties in
the reduction of data led to excellent agreement between experimental measurements and
theory (shown in Chapter 4). The properties for canola oil were taken from Przybylski

(2000). The density was measured at room temperature to be 902.3 kg/m 3 and found to
agree very well with the reported value at 25 C of 910 kg/m 3 . Similarly, a simple
capillary tube test was undertaken to test the viscosity at room temperature at several
flow rates, and near room temperature values typical of the experiment. At 25 C , the
viscosity was found to be 0.053 Pa ·s. Again, this single point was in excellent agreement
with the reported data of 0.059 Pa·s. The mean reported value of specific heat, 1913
J/ kg K was also used for reduction of data. However, the thermal conducti v ity based on
experiments was found to be much lower than the reported value given by Przybylski

(2000). Since the be nchmarking with water was found to provide very good results when
compared to theory, the thermal conductivity of the oil was found by minimizing the
error between the present single phase measurements and the Graetz theory. This yielded
a value of 0.089 W/mK, which was about one half the value reported by Przybylski

(2000).
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3.4.3 Experimental Assembly
When fabrication of the two heat sinks was complete, assembly immediately began. The
Square Sink cover plate was secured to a table and then five thermocouple wires were
placed into the grooves as shown in Figure 3.11. Each thermocouple was then surrounded
by Omegabond I 01 epoxy adhesive, which was spread uniformly over the groove void
around the inserted thermocouple. The cover plate was then left so that the adhesive
compound would fully cure, which took approximately 24 hours. When the adhesive was
hardened, the cover plate was unsecured from the table ' and could be handled normall y
without the thermocouples dislodging from their respective grooves.

Figure 3.11 -Cover plate with secured thermocouples.

Two Watlow peel-and-stick heating strips were then applied to the cover plate and base
plate. Care was given to the placement of these heaters to ensure they were positioned in
the center of each plate, so that the heat flux provided would be approximately symmetric
from the bottom of the sink to the top. The base plate can be seen in Figure 3.12 w ith the
Watlow heating strip applied to its bottom surface.

Figure 3.12 - Wallow heating strip applied to the Square Sink base plate.
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After the heaters were applied, t he Square Sink cover plate a nd base plate were then
aligned, polished surface to polished surface. The Square Sink was then placed w ithin the
confinement of a C-c la mp and two pieces of Plexiglass were placed on e ither s ide of the
heat sink between the sink and clamp. T he C-clamp was then hand-ti ghtened to prov ide
adequate compressio n to ensure the Square Sink was sealed. A polyurethane coating was
then applied to the exposed seams on the edges of the Square S ink to ensure that any
micro vo ids would be eliminated. W ith the Square Sink c lamped, two 1/ 16 inch two-way
hose barb connectors were screwed into the threaded inlet and outlet ports on the sink.
Where the barbed connectors were fastened to the Square Sink more polyurethane was
applied to ensure the inlet and o utlet ports would not leak. The full assembly of the
Square Sink can be seen in F igure 3. 13.

Figure 3. 13 - Square Sink assembly.

To measure the inlet a nd o ut let temperatures of the s ingle phase or two -phase flui d, two
custom-made temperature probes had to be created. A plastic T-j unction w ith 1/ 16 inch
hose barbs was used in the construction of these temperature probes. T-type
thermocoup le w ire was inserted into the center inlet on the T -j unction. T he thermocouple
was positioned unti l the w ire tip was penetrating ha lfway into t he fluid stream, if the
stream were mov ing between the inlets that are ax ia ll y in line w ith one another. Once the
thermocoup le was in position, polyurethane glue was used to secure the w ire in p lace. It
was left to cure for a period of 6 hours. T hereafter, heat shrink was placed over the glued
secti on and heated so that it tightened around the w ire and central inlet of the T-junction.
T his would ensure that the c ustom made probe would not leak. T he custom-made
temperature probe is ill ustrated in Figure 3.1 4.
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Figure 3.14 - Custom-made temperature probe.

When construction of two temperature probes was complete a I 0 mm length of tubing
was used to connect each temperature probe to the inlet and outlet of the heat sink. All
the tubing used had a I / 16 inc h inner diameter ( 1.58 mm). Another I 0 mm length of
tubing was used to connect each temperature probe to a pressure transducer T -junction.
The fluid would fl ow axially a long the T-junction and the pressure transd ucer would be
connected us ing the same tubing to the perpendicul ar inlet on the T -junctio n. The
pressure tran sducer was connected with the hi gh pressure side on the heat sink inlet and
the low pressure s ide on the heat sink outlet. A 20 em length of tubing was attached to
the o pen end of the pressure T -junction on the o utlet of the heat sink. This length of
tubing simply ran into a di scharge tank. On the inlet side of the heat sink, a 30 em length
of tubing was attached to the pressure T-junction. Thi s 30 em length of tubing was laid
across a white background. This region serves as a flow visualization and measurement
section. A rul er was placed paralle l and in close proximity to the tubing, as to a llow any
photographs taken to have a measurement reference. When comparing experimenta l
results to theoretical results, the s lug le ngths of the liquid phase and gas phase must be
determined from these photographs.

T he 30 em le ngth of tubing used for the visualization area then connected to one of two
T -junctions. T he first T -juncti on had an orifice size of 0.020 inches and was used for
creating longer slugs during two-phase fl ow. The second T -junction had an orifice size of
0.0625 inches and was used for creating shorter slugs during two-phase fl ow. Two
syringe pumps were then connected via tubing to the rema ining two axia l and
perpendicular inlets on this T -junction. Two one-way check valves were put into place
just before the T -junction to ensure no backfl ow was possible, thu s eliminating the
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possibly of cross contamination of fluid supplies. T he syringe pumps were each equipped
with two 60 ml syringes (for 120 ml capacity per pump). One pump was charged with
120 ml of water, while the second pump was charged with 120 m I of either air or oi I.

Two Extech DC power supplies were connected to the Watlow heater and pressure
transducer power wires. A Tenma digital multi-meter was connected in parallel over the
heater power wires to monitor the voltage across the unit. The seven thermocouple signal
wires (inlet, outlet, and fi ve surface thermocouples) and the pressure transducer signal
wire were connected to the Keithley 2700 data acquisition unit. The data acq ui sition unit
was then connected to a computer and XLINX Start-up Software vers ion 2.1.0 was
installed. T he software was setup to moni tor the seven thermocouple and p ressure
transducer s ignals and record the readings 10 times over an interval of l 0 seconds. Upon
completion of a ll previo us instructions, the experimental assembl y was complete and
ready for testing. T he schematic of the experimental assembly is illustrated in Figure
3.15. When assembling the Spiral Sink the same procedure indicated for the Square Sink
was fo llowed.

Camera

Press L~re

Transducer

D

.------,
,~,
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Flow Visualization
and Measurement

CPU

DAQ

Figure 3.15 - Experimental Schematic.

3.4.4 Experimental Operation
The schematic of the experimental assemb ly is shown in Figure 3.1 5. Two dual syringe
pumps are utilized to produce s ingle phase a nd two-phase fl ow. It was decided to use two
pumps - as opposed to one - in order to increase fluid capacity. An increased flu id
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capacity a llows fo r longer experimental studies at higher fl ow rates. The syringe pumps
were each charged w ith two 60 ml syringes. During single phase flow experiments both
syringe pumps conta in the same fluid . However, during two-phase flow experiments each
syringe pump contains a different fluid (ie water, o il, or a ir). When the experiment is
initiated the syringe pumps transfer the fluid into a 1/ 16 inch tube. The fluid trave ls a long
the tube, pass ing through check valves installed along the line. Upon clearing the check
valves, the two fluid s proceed to meet at a T-junction. For two-phase fl ow experiments
thi s T-junction has a small orifice to ensure pro per segmented fl ow maturity. The fluid
continues through a fl ow v isualization and measureme nt secti on. A camera records
images of the flow within thi s secti on, which are processed after each experimental run.
Pressure transducer and thermocouple junctions precede the fluid ' s entrance into the heat
s ink. Upon entry, the fluid is fo rced to conform to the di stinct fl ow path of that particular
s ink. Upon exit, the fluid encounters a nother set of pressure transducer and thermocouple
junctions. After passing completely through the system, the fluid is discharged into a
conta iner.

During operation the system is allowed to come to a steady state condition w ith regards
to center surface temperature of the sink being constant. When this steady state condition
is achieved, the CPU co nnected to the DAQ is used to record 10 di screte data readings
over a I 0 second interval. With the pressure a nd temperature read ings recorded for the
experime ntal run, the dimensionless heat transfer characteri stics and pressure drop can
hence be calcul ated and compared to theory.

3.5 Experimental Procedure
The experimental proced ure began w ith the testing of the Square S ink. First, single phase
wate r was tested by running 17 d ifferent flow rates ranging from 2.50 ml/min to 120
m l/m in. For each fl ow rate the system was provided w ith I 0.0 Watts of power and the
center temperature (channel 2 on the DAQ) was allowed to reach a steady state condition.
Typically thi s took 2 to 3 minutes per run. Once steady state was achieved the DAQ
collected I 0 data read ings from each sensor over a period of I 0 seconds.
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Second, single phase canola o il was tested. The same procedure previously described was
app lied for single phase oil but because of the high viscosity and Prandtl number of the
fluid, the power input and flow rates were reduced. The oil was instead tested at 12
different flow rates ranging from 1.0 ml/min to 20.0 ml/min with a power input of 2.5
Watts. Thirdly, the two-phase segmented flow of oi l-air was tested over 15 runs using the
0.020 inch T-junction. The oil flow rate ranged from 2.0 ml/min to 4.0 ml/min while the
a ir flow rate ranged from 0.0 ml/min to 4.0 ml/min. The power was set for 2.5 Watts for
the oi l-air runs. Finally, water-air two-phase segmented flow was tested over 11 runs
using the 0.020 inch T-junction. The water flow rate ranged from 2 ml/min to 4 m l/min
and the air flow rate ranged from 0.0 ml/min to 4.0 ml/min. The power input was 2.5
Watts for the water-air runs.

Additionally, a T-junction with an orifice size of 0.0625 inches that a llowed for the
creation of shorter s lugs was obtained. The Square Sink was again tested with two-phase
segmented flow of water-air over 23 runs. The water flow rate ranged from 3.0 m l/min to
10.0 ml/min and the air flow rate ranged from 0.0 ml/min to 10.0 ml/min. The power
input for these series of tests was 2.5 Watts. It should be noted that for all the Square Sink
experiments the PX81 00-05001 model pressure transducer was used.

After the Square Sink was tested, the Spiral Sink was installed in the system. The PX4090050WU5V pressure transducer was available at this time and it was much better suited
for the application so it was a lso insta lled and the PX81 00-0500 I model was taken out.
The 0.0625 inch T-junction was used for all experimental runs with the Spiral Sink since
it lead to the creation of shorter s lug lengths. Single phase flow of water was tested first
over 17 runs w ith the flow e ntering the middle of the spiral and exiting on the side of the
sink. The water flow rate ranged from 2.50 ml/min to 120.0 ml/min. Secondly, single
phase water was repeated but this time the flow entered the side of the sink and exited in
the middle. T he same flow rates were used and the power input for both single phase tests
was 7.5 Watts. Finally, two-phase segmented flow of water-air was tested over 23 runs,
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again for both directions. The water flow rate ranged from 3.0 ml/min to I0.0 ml/min and
the air flow rate ranged from 0.0 ml/min to I 0.0 ml/min . The power input to the Spiral
Sink for the two-phase segmented flow runs was 2.5 Watts.

3.6 Sensor Calibration
3.6.1 Thermocouple Calibration
The seven thermocouples for each heat sink were calibrated using a constant temperature
bath of ice and water. The results of this calibration are shown in Table 3. 1 for both heat
sink thermocouples. While in the ice bath, the data acq uisition unit was programmed to
adjust the seven thermocouples for each heat sink to 0 °C in order to calibrate them.

Table 3.1
Ice bath thermocouple calibration results.

DAQ Channel #

Square Sink

2 (center)

0.00 oc

3 (quadrant)

4 (quadrant)
5 (quadrant)

6 (quadrant)
7 (inlet)
8 (outlet)

oc
0.00 oc
0.10 oc
0.00 oc
0.00 oc
0.00 oc
0.05

Spiral Sink

oc
0.00 oc
0.10 oc
0.00 oc
0.00 oc
0.00 oc
0.00 oc
0.05

3.6.2 Pressure Transducer Calibration
The PX81 D0-05001 model pressure transducer operated with a non-linear trend in the
range of pressures experienced during testing. Therefore it was necessary to create a
calibration curve for this range of pressure. A 1.0 m length of tubing with 1116 inch
internal diameter was placed between both high and low junctions of the pressure
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transducer. The pressure drop over this length of tubing for laminar flow can be
calculated using Eq. (3.2):

L I
- pu 2
02

~P=4f -

(3.2)

where the fanning friction factor f is given by Eq. (3.3):

f=16_

Re 0 h

(3.3)

Single phase water was pumped through the tube at different flow rates ranging from 0
ml/min to 120 ml/min. The current output from the PX81 00-05001 pressure transducer
was recorded then the pressure calculated using the equation above was used to create a
calibration curve. This calibration curve is given by the following expression,

~p =- 4x I 0

6

e + 53506 I -1 46.11

where I is the current output from the pressure transducer in milliamps and ~p is the
differential pressure drop corresponding to that current output in kPa. The manufacturer
did not list the accuracy of the PX81 00-05001 pressure transducer in this non-linear
range, so it was taken to be the same as in the linear range, being± I %.

The PX409-005DWU5V pressure transducer came with a pre-existing calibration chart
that was verified to be correct. The calibration chart is given in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2
PX409-005DWU5V pressure transducer calibration worksheet.
Pressure PS ID

O UTPUT VDC

0.0

-0.004

2 .5

2.500

5.0

5.002

2 .5

2.500

0.0

-0.003

3.6.3 Thermal Resistance Check
Two experiments were conducted using each heat sink to test the the rma l resistance from
the sink to the surro undings. T hese experiments cons isted of setting the power input to a
given sink at a fi xed va lue, then measuring the steady state heat sink temperature
corresponding to that power input. The power inputs tested were 0.5 Watts and 1.0 Watts.
When the steady state sink te mperature was o bta ined the room temperature was reco rded
and the therm al resistance to surro undings co uld be calculated using Eq . (3 .4):

R
s ur

= Tave - Tsur
Qin

(3.4)

where Tsur is the room temperature, Qin is the power input a nd Tave is the average sink
temperature . For the Square Sink w hen the power input was 0.5 Watts the the rma l
resistance was calculated to be 22.7 K/ W and w hen the power input was 1.0 Watts the
therma l res istance was calculated to be 23.3 K/W. For the purposes of calculating bulk
heat transfer to working fluid thro ugh a syste m energy balance the therma l res istance w ill
be taken as approx imate ly 23.0 K/ W for the Square Sink. For the Spira l S ink w hen the
power input was 0.5 Watts the the rmal res istance was calculated to be 19.9 K/W and
when the power input was 1.0 Watts the therma l resistance was calcul ated to be 20.1
K/W. For the purposes of calculating bulk heat transfer to working fl uid through a system
energy ba lance the the rma l resistance w ill be take n as approximate ly 20.0 K/W fo r the
Spira l Sink.
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3.7 Experimental Uncertainty
The experimenta l uncerta inty in the d imensio nless heat transfer q*, N usselt number,
Reyno lds

number,

Prandtl

number,

Peclet

number,

di fferenti al

pressure

and

dimensio nless le ngth L * depends o n the uncerta inty in the experimental measurement of
temperature, flow rate, pressure a nd system tolerance. T he uncerta inty in experimental
measurements are g iven in Table 3 .3.

Table 3.3
Uncertainty in Experimental Measurements.

Measurement
Temperature - [0 C]

Uncertainty

Differenti a l Pressure - [Pa]

± 1%

Flow Rate - [ml/min]

± 1%

Dimension Tolerance [mm]

± 0.02 mm

Fluid Properties

± 0.5%

Measurement of Images [mm]

± 0.2 mm

± 0. 1 oc

T he experimenta l uncertainties for thi s experiment were determined usi ng the root sum
squa re method o utl ine by Kline and McClintock ( 1953). T he uncertainty a na lysis is
carri ed out at two di fferent ~T va lues. Thi s temperature difference is across the outlet and
inlet of the system. Since both heat sinks used have the same overa ll cha nnel length and
a ll othe r features are simila r, only one need be used for calculati on of uncertainty. T he
two-phase segmented flow of water w ill be used in uncertainty ana lys is and the two
values of temperature difference used w i II be ~T

= 3.1 2 °C and ~ T = 8. 11 °C. The root

sum square method assumes a calculated result R is a g iven function of independent
measured variables x 1, x 2,

XJ, .. . Xn,

w hi ch is shown in Eq. (3.5):

(3.5)
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From Eq. (3.5), the total uncertainty in the result R is given by WR and the uncertainties in
the independent measured variables are given by w 1, w2 , w 3, •. .. w11 and the relationship
between these is given by Eq . (3 .6) :

w,

= [(::

wJ +( ~~

I

w, ) '

+(:, w,)' + (~~ w,JT

(3.6)

Applying this method to each of the parameters above, expressions for the uncertainty
due to experimental measurements can be calculated. The overall uncertainty in Reynolds
number is determined from Eq. (3.7):

(3 .7)

The overall uncertainty in Prandtl number is determined from Eq. (3 .8):

(3 .8)

The overall uncertainty in temperature difference is determined from Eq. (3.9):

(3.9)
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The overall uncerta inty in the average surface temperature is determi ned from Eq. (3.1 0):

(3.1 0)

The overall uncertainty in the void fraction (and liquid fraction) is determined from Eq.
(3. I I)
2

8aa =[[~J
L +[8Lg.sJ
Lg.s

2
I

2

(3 . I I )

]

1.s

T he overall uncertainty in the bulk heat transfer to the liquid is determi ned from Eq.

(3. I 2):
2

8Qbulk
Qbulk=[[8Q
Q) +(8~T) +[8cPJ
cp +[8p)
p
2

2

2
I

2

~T

]

(3. I2)

T he overall uncertai nty in the dimensionless heat transfer is determined from Eq. (3. I 3):

8q *

q

=

(3 .1 3)

The overall uncertainty in the ~TLMTD is determ ined from Eq. (3 .14):

D~TLMID

(3 .1 4)

~TLMTD
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The overall uncertainty in the Nusselt number is determ ined from Eq . (3 .1 5):

2

8N u
=
Nu

2

2

M
TD J +(8DHJ
( 8kkJ +(811TL
11TLMTD
Dl-1
2

2

2

2

(3 .15)

+(8QbulkJ +(8aJ +4(8DJ +(8LJ
Qbulk
a
D
L

The overall uncertainty in the Peclet number is determined from Eq. (3 .1 6):

(3 .16)

The overall uncertainty in the dimensionless length is determined from Eq. (3. 17):

(3. 17)

Applying each of the above equations to the two data sets fo r L1T = 3.1 2 oc and 11T = 8. 11
°C, the uncertainties for important parameters are given in Table 3.4. All parameters
change between the two data sets with the exception of Prandtl number and diffe rential
pressure drop whose uncertainties do not vary between the data sets. It is shown in Table
3.4 that the uncertai nties for all im portant parameters are lower when
when 11T = 3. 12 oc.
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T = 8. 11 oc than

Table 3.4
Calculated Uncertainty in Parameters.
Parameter
Re

Pr
q*
L*

Nu
~p

Uncertainty at .tlT=3.12 °C Uncertainty at .tlT=8.11 °C
7.28%
5.64%
0.87%
0.87%

7.9 1%
7.60%
7.92%
1.00%

6.36%
6.04%
6.43%
1.00%

3.8 Summary
This chapter presented deta ils of the design and fa bricatio n of two minichannel heat
sinks, the experimenta l apparatus, assembly, operation and procedure and the calibration
of the therm ocoupl es and pressure tra nsducers. A d iscussion on experi mental uncertainty
has also been addressed re lating to the parameters used in data reducti on in the next
chapte r.
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Chapter- 4
Experimental Results
4.1 Introduction
This chapter will discuss the thermal performance results from the conducted
experiments on single and two-phase flow. The data reduction procedures to determine
the dimensionless heat transfer q* and dimensionless length L* will be deta iled. The
results for the Square Sink will be discussed followed by the results for the Spiral Sink
and both heat sink the rmal performances will be compared. The pressure d rop over the
Square Sink will also be compared to the pressure drop over the Spiral Sink during twophase segmented flow. The effect of slug length, void fraction and liquid film on heat
transfer enhancement will be discussed. All experimental data are presented graphically
with respect to the dimensio nless groups mentioned in Appendix B.

4.2 Data Reduction
This section will deta il the reduction of experimental data into dimensionless groups so
that therma l performances can be ana lyzed . T he main dimensionless groups used in the
co mparison of thermal performances will be the dimensionless heat transfer given as q *
and the dimens io nless length given as L *. The results are available in Appendix B. The
dimensionless heat transfer is g iven by Eq. (4.1):

(4.1)
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where q * is the dimensionless heat transfer, qsuJk is the total heat transfer to the working
fluid, As is the total inside surface area of the heat sink, a is the liquid fraction, 0 11 is the
1

hydraulic diameter of the channel, k 1 is the liquid phase thermal conductivity, Ts is the
average surface temperature of the heat sink and T ; is the inlet temperature of the coolant.
The hydraulic diameter is given by Eq. (4.2):

= 4A

D

(4.2)

p

h

where A is the cross-sectional area and P is the perimeter of the cross-sectional area. Note
that for a square shaped cross-sectional area, the hydraulic diameter simply becomes the
side length of the square. This is the case for both the Square and Spiral Sinks si nce both
cross-sections are the same size and shape. The bulk heat transfer to the working fluid is
calculated one of two ways. The first method is calculating the heat transferred to the
working fluid using Eq. (4.3):

(4.3)

where

Cp

is the specific heat of the working fluid, T 0 is the outlet temperature of the

working fluid and

mis the mass flow rate ofthe working fluid calculated by Eq . (4.4) :
(4.4)

where

Q, is the volumetric flow rate of liquid and p 1 is the liquid density. The second way

of calculating qbulk would be to calculate the heat lost to the surroundings then subtract
the losses from the power input to the heat sink. This would be expressed as Eq . (4.5):

q Bulk

= qin- ( TsR-Tsur
sur
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J

(4.5)

where qin is the power input to the heat sink, Tsur is the room temperature and Rsur is the
thermal resistance to the surroundings calculated through experiments detailed in Chapter
3. The comparison of both bulk heat transfers to the working fluid is imp01tant and will

be made by comparing Eq. (4.3) to Eq. (4.5) for each set of experimental data. The
reduction using Eq . (4.3) should be accurate fo r single phase fl ows since the
thermocouples taking the temperature measurements are completely immersed in the
working fl uid at all times whereas the reduction using Eq. (4.5) should be more accurate
fo r segmented fl ows since the thermocouples taking the temperature measurements are
alternating between liq uid slug and gas slug and therefore obtaining an average
temperature.

The average surface tem perature of each heat sink is taken from fo ur thermocouple
measurements. Each thermocouple is located in the center of each of the four quadrants
on the cover plate of the heat sink. The average surface temperature of the heat sink is
given as Eq. (4.6):
T = TCH3 + TCH4 + TCH5 + TCH6
s

4

(4.6)

where the subscri pt notation indicates the respective channel that each thermocouple was
interfaced to on the data acquisition unit. The liquid fraction is calculated fro m the di gital
photographs taken of segmented two-phase fl ow during experiments. The photographs
were analyzed and the length of liquid and gas slugs in the segmented flow was
measured. The liquid fraction was calculated using Eq. (4.7) :

(4.7)

where L1 and Lg are the lengths of the liquid and gas slugs.
The di mensionless length L * is a measure of how thermally developed the fl ow is. Large
values of dimension less length correspond to the fl uid being fully thermally developed,
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thus the capacity for heat transfer is low. Small values of dimensionless length
correspond to the fluid thermally developing, therefore the capacity for heat transfer is
higher. The dimensionless length is defined as Eq. (4.8):

(4.8)

where L is the total channel length and Pe is the Peclet number defined to be the ratio of
the rate of advection of a physical quantity by the flow to the rate of diffus ion of the same
quantity driven by an appropriate gradient. The Peclet number is given by Eq. (4.9):

Pe = Re 0 h Pr

(4.9)

where Reoh is the Reynolds number (using the hydraulic diameter as its length scale) and
Pr is the Prandtl number. The Reynolds number represents the ratio of viscous forces to
that of inertial forces and is given by Eq. (4.1 0):

(4.10)

where u, is the liquid velocity and 111 is the liquid viscosity. The liquid velocity

IS

calculated using Eq. (4.11 ):
(4.11 )

The Prandtl number is defined as the ratio of momentum diffusivity and thermal
diffusivity and is given by Eq. (4. 12):

(4.1 2)
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The Nusselt number is defined as the overall dimensionless heat transfer coefficient and
is based on the log mean temperature difference (LMTD). The expression for Nusselt
number is given by Eq. (4.13):

(4.13)

where the log mean temperature difference (LMTD) is defined by Eq. (4.14):

(4.14)

During gas-liquid o r liquid-liquid two-phase segmented fl ow a liquid film surrounds the
gas or immiscible liquid phase. The dimensionless group termed the Capil lary number
controls the film thickness. This has been studied and verified by Taylor ( 1961), Yu et al.
(2007) and Fries et a l. (2008). The film thickness wi ll be compared to the thermal
boundary layer thickness for certain segmented flow experi menta l resu lts. The Taylor
model proposed for calculating the film thickness as a function of Capillary number is
given by Eq . (4.15):
1.34 Ca 213

8
r eq

1+ 3.35 Ca

213

(4.1 5)

where 8 is the film thickness, req is the equiva lent radius and Ca is the Capi llary number
that is defined as the relative effect of v iscous forces versus surface tension acting across
an interface between a liquid and a gas, or between two immi scible liquids. The Capillary
number is defin ed by Eq. (4.16):
Ca

= U J!!J
(J
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(4.1 6)

where cr is the surface tension of the liquid. The model in Eq. (4.16) is valid for a range
of Capillary numbers given as I o· < Ca < 1.4. The equivalent radius appearing in Eq.
3

(4.15) is calcu lated for a square channel cross-sectional area using Eq. (4.17):

(4.17)

where a is the side length of the square. An approximation for the thermal boundary layer
th ickness can be deri ved through the use of scaling analysis (order of magnitude analysis)
presented by Bejan (2005). Given that the coefficient of heat transfer is proportional to
ratio of conductivity to thermal boundary layer thickness, one can write the fo llowing:

Next the Nusselt number is proportional to the fo llowing expression:

Nu

hD

11
~--

k

But substitution of the latter two expressions and the fu lly developed limit for Nusselt
number, the approximation for thermal boundary layer thickness is obtained and is given
by Eq. (4. 18):
I

8 = DhL* 3
I
1.55

(4. 18)

where 8t is the thickness of the thermal boundary layer at a given value of dimensionless
length L *. Analysis of the film thickness and thermal boundary layer thickness 1s
imp011ant for viscous fluids such as oil and will be detailed later in thi s chapter.
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4.3 Experimental Results
4.3.1 Introduction
T hi s secti o n w ill detail a ll the experime ntal results from s ingle and two-phase flow
experime nts. T he results w ill be presented graphically and conc lusions wi ll be drawn on
the therma l performances. The results for the Square Sink w ill be presented fo ll owed by
the results fo r the Spira l Sink. A di scussio n on the effect of slug length and vo id fraction
w ill be presented fo llowed by the compari son of overa ll efficiencies of the Square Sink
and Spira l Sink taking into account pressure d rop. Wh ile o nl y several graphical results
w ill be d isplayed in thi s cha pter, a ll results can be fo und in Appendix B.

4.3.2 Square Sink Results

T he first experiment run w ith the Square S ink was s ing le phase fl ow of water. T he flow
rate was varied thro ugh 17 different values rang ing from 2.25 m l/mi n to 120 m l/min and
the liquid Reyno lds numbers correspo nding to thi s range of flow rates was 69.4 < Re <
2262. Note that only the very last flow rate of 120 ml/m in lead to a turbu lent flow
Reyno lds numbe r while all other 16 values were w ithi n the lam inar flow regime. T he
input power to the heat sink was set at approxi mate ly I 0.0 Watts initia lly, but was
recorded at steady state conditi o n fo r each fl ow rate due to a small drift in the initia l
value. T he d imensio nless para meters were calculated for a ll 17 data sets then plots of q*
vs. L * and N u vs. L * were created. T he dimens ionless heat transfer q * vs. d imens io nless
length L * is shown in Figure 4. 1. T he solid line in Figure 4.1 corresponds to the mode l
presented by M uz ychka et a l. (2009) fo r a channe l w ith sq uare cross-sectio na l area g iven
by Eq. (4.1 9):

q'

r rlr

=[(~~: +(4~'
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2

(4 .1 9)

The open circle data points correspond to using Eq. (4.3) for bulk heat transfer when
calculating the dimensionless heat transfer q* while the solid circle data points
correspond to using Eq. (4.5) for bulk heat transfer when calculating q *. As shown in
Figure 4. 1, the experimental data points follow the model trend very well. For small
values of dimensionless length L * < 0.04 (corresponding to high flow rates and thermally
deve loping flow) the data points pull away from the model. This trend may be explained
by the fact that the mini-channel heat sink utilized had many bending channels with 90°
turns whereas the model proposed by Muzychka et al. (2009) was for a straight channel
with square cross-sectional area.
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Figure 4.1 - Results for Single Phase Water in Square Sink.

For thermally develo ping fl ow perhaps the meanderi ng chan nels affect the flow in such a
way that lower heat transfer results. The remaining data points for L * > 0.04 fit the model
ni cely and large values of L * using Eq. ( 4.3) as bulk heat transfer (the open circles) fall
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directly on the model line (corresponding to low flow rates and thermally fu ll y developed
flow). A larger plot of Figure 4.1 is avai lable in Appendix B.

The single phase flow results shown in Figure 4.1 serve two purposes, first they act as a
means of comparison of two-phase segmented flow results to some relative base and
second ly they were used to give some idea of how the heat sink system was performing.
The fact that the open circle data points fo llow the model trend nicely for L * > 0.04 show
that the system is performing properly and that experimental readings are correct within
experimental uncertainty (d iscussed in Chapter 3). The open circle data based on data
reduction using Eq. (4.3) are the more accurate of the two sets of data for single phase
flow of water, since the inlet and outlet thermocouples are completely immersed at al l
times by the flow at a constant temperature once steady state was ach ieved. Therefore it
is reasonable to assume the solid circle data based on Eq. (4.5) wou ld over predict the
model for single phase flow and it is shown clearly in Figure 4. 1 that this is indeed the
case.

The second set of experiments conducted usmg the Square Sink was two-phase
segmented flow of water-a ir using the 0.020 inch T-j unction for generating longer slug
lengths. The flow rates of water and air were varied and 8 different combinations of flow
rates were recorded. The water ranged from 2.0 ml/min to 4.0 ml/min and the air ranged
from 1.0 ml/min to 4.0 ml/min. The liquid Reynolds number corresponding to the flow
rates ranged from 61 < Re < 155 wh ich was well with in the laminar flow regime. These
low flow rates were chosen so that the photographs obtained of the liquid slugs would not
be blurred (as any hi gher flow rates wou ld have lead to blurry images). Due to the lower
flow rates, the power input to the heat sink was subsequently decreased to an initial value
of 2.5 Watts and was recorded at each steady state condition for a g iven combination of
flow rates. T his was done to ensure the heat sink would not reach hi gh temperatures (i .e.
90- 100 °C). The results from the 8 experimental runs are presented as a plot of q* vs. L *
in Figure 4.2 . The open and so lid circle data points again correspond to using Eq . (4.3) or
Eq. (4.5) when calculating bulk heat transfer during reduction of data. It is important to
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note that for two-phase segmented flow, the solid circle data points are more accurate of
the two data sets, due to the fact that the outlet thermocouple is reading an average
temperature of the slug flow rather than the actual constant temperature of the liquid
phase.
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Figure 4.2 - Results for Two-Phase Water-Air (Long Slugs) in Square Sink.

As the slug of liquid passes over the thermocouple w 1re, the w 1re w ill mcrease in
temperature, as the slug of gas passes over the thermocouple w ire, it wi ll decrease m
temperature. Since the liquid phase is responsible for the heat transfer only the liquid
phase tempe rature is important. Unfortunately there was no accu rate method to measure
the temperature of each liquid slug, therefore it was necessary to consider bulk heat
transfer two ways using Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.5). It is clearly shown that in Figure 4.2 if
the data points for either set of open or so lid circles are cons idered; there is an
enhancement in the dimensionless heat transfer. If the open circle data is anal yzed a lone,
at high values of dimension less length (L * > 0.4) it is shown that the segmented flow
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perfo rms according to the mode l, but for lower va lues of di mens ionless le ngth (L * < 0.4)
the experimenta l data rises and becomes approximate ly 2 1% hi gher than the mode l.

If the solid circle data is considered, enhancement is shown for all data po ints. T he
hi ghest level of e nhancement shown for each set of data points is 2 1% for the open
circ les and 35% for the solid circ les. The average enha ncement over the mode l fo r each
set of data is II % for the open circles and 3 1% fo r the so lid circles. As previous ly stated ,
in the analys is of the experimenta l data for segmented flow, it is suspected that reduction
based on Eq. (4.5) is more accurate than reduction based on Eq. (4.3). In reality, the exact
value is somewhe re between the two data sets. If an estimation based on a mean average
between the open and solid circ le data was considered, then a mean average enhancement
of 2 1% occurs when using two-phase segmented fl ow of water-air in the Square Sink. A
larger plot of Figure 4.2 is available in A ppendix B.

The third set of experiments conducted w ith the Square Sink was sing le phase fl ow of
cano ta oil. The fl ow rate of oi l was varied 10 times resulting in a range offlow rates from
3.0 ml/min to 20.0 ml/min. The Reynolds numbers corresponding to this range of flow
rates are 0.8 < Re < 5.6 and are we ll w ithin the laminar regime. The power input to the
system was initiall y set at 2.5 Watts a nd was recorded at each steady state condition. The
experimental results from the s ingle phase o il are shown in Figure 4.3 as a plot of q* vs.

L*.

The open and closed circle data points correspond to the use of Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.5) in
the reduction of data. As w ith the s ing le phase fl ow of water, the open circ le data points
are most li ke ly the more accurate predicti on of actual performance, since the
thermocouples are completely immersed in the fl uid at steady state. Analys is of the open
circle data points in Figure 4.3 show good agreement with the model proposed by
Muzychka et al. (2009) over most values of d imensionl ess length w ith the exception of
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the data point at L *

= 0.04. At this value of dimensionless length the data point has a

dimensionless heat transfer value that is II% hi gher than the model.
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Figure 4.3- Results for Single Phase Oil in Square Sink.
One reason for this difference may be due to the properties used for cano la oil. T he
thermo physica l prope1ties for canola o il taken from Przybylski (2000) were listed at room
temperature and no eq uations were given to calculate the prope1ties given the temperature
of the canola o il, therefore the properties used for data reduction were constant values for
all data po ints. In reality the properties change s li ghtly w ith the tempe rature and thi s
could account for the minor differences seen between the open circle data points and the
mode l. Overall the single phase canola o il results are in good agreement w ith the model
when based on Eq. (4.3). As expected w hen the data is reduced based on Eq . (4.5) the
model is over predicted, this was also seen w ith single phase flow of water. A larger p lot
of Figure 4.3 can be found in Appendix B.
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The fout1h set of experiments conducted on the Square Sink was two-phase segmented
flow of oil-air using the 0.020 inch T-junction for generating longer slug lengths. The o il
and air flow rates were varied to obta in I 0 combinations of different flow rates. The oil
flow rate ranged from 3 .0 ml/min to 4.0 ml/min and the air flow rate ranged from 0.5
ml/min to 4.0 ml/min. The liquid Reynolds number corresponding to this range of oil
flow rates was 0.97 < Re < 2.5 which was well with in the laminar regime. Due to the
lower oil flow rates, the power input to the heat sink was set to an initial value of 2.5
Watts and was recorded at each steady state condition for each given combination of flow
rates. The results for the I 0 experimental runs using oil-air are presented as a plot of q*
vs. L* in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 - Results for Two-Phase Oil-Air in Square Sink.

Again, the open and closed circle data in Figure 4.4 correspond to the use ofEq. (4.3) and
Eq. (4.5) in the reducti on of data. As w ith the two-phase segmented flow of water-air, the
solid circle data points are likely the more accurate prediction of actual performance,
since the thermocouples in slug flow are not constantly immersed in the liquid phase.
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However this may not be entirely accurate for the oil phase either, since the thermal
boundary layer is quite thin and may not penetrate through the liquid film surround ing the
gas slugs, this w ill be detailed later. With the assumption that the thermal boundary layer
is indeed thick enough to fully develop, then exact answer lies somewhere between the
open and closed circle data. lt is clear that the open circle data point's fall close to the
model proposed by M uzychka et al. (2009) with two exceptions, the two data points with
dimensionl ess length L * < 0.084 fall above the model and respective ly give an
en hancement of I 0% and 15% . Analysis of the solid circle data points results in
enhancement over all values of dimensionless length, the highest enhancement being
47% when L *

= 0.074. The average enhancement over the model for each data set is I%

for the open circles and 32% for the solid circles. As previously stated, the true
enhancement lies somewhere between, and the average mean enhancement when
combining both data sets is 17%. A larger plot of Figure 4.4 is availab le in Appendix B.

The final experiment conducted using the Square Sink was again two-phase flow of
water-a ir but this t ime the 0.0625 inch T -junction was used for creating shorter slug
lengths. Comparing the results from both two-phase segmented water-air flow
experiments (one using the 0.020 inch T -junction the other using the 0.0625 inch Tjunction) wi ll show the effect of slug length, this will be discussed later in this chapter.
The flow rates of water and air were varied leading to 18 combinations of flow rates. The
water flow rate ranged between 3.0 ml/min to 10.0 ml/min and the air fl ow rate ranged
from 1.0 ml/min to I 0.0 ml/min. The liquid Reynolds number correspond ing to the range
of water flow rates was 79 < Re < 363 wh ich was within the laminar flow regime. The
power input to the heat sink was set initially at 2.5 Watts a nd was recorded at each steady
state condition. The resu lts are presented as a plot of q* vs. L * given by F igu re 4.5.
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Figure 4. 5 - Results for Two-Phase Water-A ir (Short Slugs) in Square Sink.

Analys is of Figure 4.5 c learl y shows open circle data based on Eq. ( 4.3) and solid ci rcle
data based on Eq. (4.5) result in overa ll heat transfer enhancement over the entire range
of dimensionless length values considered fo r water-air segmented flow w ith shott slug
lengths. Continue to note that the solid circle data po ints are more accurate fo r segme nted
fl ow, while the actual result lies somewhere between both data sets. T he hi ghest
enhancement occurring over the proposed mode l by Muzychka et a L (2009) is 44% for
the ope n circle data and 63% for the so lid ci rc le data . T he average enhancement over the
model fo r the entire range of d imensionless length is 26% for the open c irc le data and
46% for the solid circ le data. Again, the true enhancement lies somewhere between both
data sets, and the average mean enhancement w hen combining both data sets is 36%.
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4.3.3 Spiral Sink Results
T he experimenta l results o bta ined from the testing of the spi ral sink wi ll be presented in
thi s section. A ll the results w ill be compared to the mode l proposed by M uzychka et al.
(2009) fo r dimensionless heat transfer in the channel with square cross-sectional area,
g iven by Eq. (4. 18). Since the slug length was shown to be a contro lling facto r in the
dimensionless heat transfer enhancement due to segmented flow through experimentation
w ith the Square Sink, it was chosen to run the sho rter slugs (higher thermal perfo rmance)
for all segmented flow tests with the Spira l Sink. However, single phase fl ow results are
still necessary as a baseline to compare the two-phase segmented flow results w ith.
A dditionally, due to the poor perfo rmance of canola oi l, it was left out of the testing of
the Spira l Sink. Instead, several new interests arose. F irst, what wou ld be the result of
running the fluid both ways through the Spira l S ink. T hi s required two sets of tests for
sing le phase water and two-phase segmented fl ow of water-air. T he first set of tests
would run the working fluid through the Spiral Sink w ith the inlet being the middle port
of the spira l, and the working fluid would ex it o ut the side port. T hi s was termed runni ng
the fluid forwards through the Spiral Sink. The second set of tests would run the workin g
fluid the o pposite way, w ith the fluid entering the side port and leaving through the
middle port. T hi s was te rmed running the fl uid backwards through the Spira l S ink.

T he fi rst experiment cond ucted was single phase flow of water forwards through the
Spi ra l Sink (i.e. the middl e port be ing the inlet and side port be ing the outlet). T he flow
rate of water was varied 17 times between 2 .5 ml/min to 120 m l/m in and the Reyno lds
numbers corresponding to thi s range of fl ow rates were 59 < Re < 2268 . As w ith s ingle
phase fl ow of water in the Square Sink, the last data point havi ng a fl ow rate of 120
m llmin and a Reyno lds num ber of 2268 was in the turbulent fl ow reg ime, w hi le a ll othe r
16 data po ints were in the lam inar fl ow regime. T he power input to the Spira l Sink was
set 7.5 Watts and was recorded at each steady state conditio n due to a small drift in the
value. The experimental results are presented as a plot of q* vs. L* given by Figure 4 .6 .
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Figure 4.6 - Results f or Single Phase Water in Spiral Sink (Forwards).

The experimenta l results in Figure 4.6 are surpris ing because published literature such as
Horvath et al. (1973) claimed that co iled or spiralling channels enhance heat transfer
above that of straight channels, but the experime ntal data points for both sets of data,
reduced us ing Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4 .5), fall below the mode l proposed by Muzychka et al,
(2009). Even the solid circle data w hich is considered a n over predictio n of the system for
s ingle phase fl ows fa lls short of the model line. On a positive note the data for both open
a nd solid circles fo llows the same trend as the mode l line, and like the s ing le phase fl ow
of water in the Square S ink, the Spiral Sink experimenta l results seem to pull away from
the model at lower values of dimensionless length, L * < 0.04. The reason why both data
sets pull away from the model over all va lues of dimensionless length cannot be due to
experime ntal error because the results fro m the single phase fl ow of water through the
Square S ink agreed too well w ith the mode l. T he difference between the Spiral S ink
results is most like ly due to system geometry. The Spira l S ink has completely different
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geometry and the fluid feels the effects of centrifugal forces as it flows around the spi ral
channel, whereas the model proposed doesn't account for this, in fact the only similarity
between the Spiral Sink and the model is that the cross-sectional area is square.
Therefore, these results for single phase water (forwards) through the Spiral Sink will act
as reference point to which two-phase segmented flow (forwards) through the Spiral Sink
will be compared with. The experimental results for the Spiral Sink on average under
predict the model by 22% for the open circle data and 15% for the solid circle data. A
larger plot of Figure 4.6 can be found in Appendi x B.

The second set of experiments conducted using the Spiral Sink was single phase flow of
water backwards through the s ink (i.e. the side port being the inlet and the m iddle port
being the outlet). The inlet tubing from the syringe pumps to the heat sink was switched
to the side port and the outlet tubing to the di scharge tank was switc hed to the middle
port, thus revers ing the flow direction. The flow rate of water was varied 17 times
ranging from 2.5 ml/min to 120 ml/min a nd the corresponding Reynolds numbers were
59 < Re < 2 120. As w ith the last set of experiments, only the fl ow rate of 120 ml/min was
within the turbulent flow regime and all other 16 points fe ll w ithin the laminar flow
regime. The power input was again set initia lly at 7.5 Watts and recorded when the
steady state conditions were. The experimental results presented as a plot of q* vs. L * for
s ing le phase flow of water through the Spiral Sink backwards are shown in Figure 4.7. As
with the experimenta l results for single phase flow of water (forwards), the experimental
results for single phase fl ow of water (backwards) through the Spiral Sink shown in
Figure 4.7 are just as surpri sing.
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Figure 4. 7- Results for Single Phase Water in Spiral Sink (Backwards).

Observing the open and so lid circle data points it can be seen that both sets of data follow
the mode l closely until the dimensionless length becomes L * < 0.04 where both sets of
data pul l away from the mode l. Aga in, thi s tread has been shown for all single phase flow
of water through both heat s ink systems. The open c irc le data points on average under
predict the mode l by I 0% w hereas the so lid circle data points predict the model w ith 0%
average d ifference. The most interesting feature to note is that the dimensionless heat
transfer obtained has a dependency o n the direction of fl ow through the sink (i.e. be ing
forwards or backwards). T his w ill be addressed later in this chapter. T hese results for
s ing le phase flow of water (backwards) through the Spiral Sink wi ll act as a reference
point to which the two-phase segme nted flow (backwards) resu lts will be compared too.
A larger plot of Figure 4.7 as can be fou nd in Append ix B.
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The third set of experimental runs conducted with the Spiral Sink was two-phase
segmented flow of water-ai r (forwards) using the 0.0625 inch T -junction for the
generation of short slug lengths. The flow rates of water and air were varied for 18
combinations of flow rates. The water flow rate ranged from 3.0 ml/min to I 0.0 ml/min
and the air flow rate ranged from 1.0 ml/min to I 0.0 ml/min. The liquid Reynolds
numbers corresponding to the combinations of flow rates ranged from 79 < Re < 374
wh ich is well withi n the laminar flow regime. The power input to the sink was in itially
set at 2.5 Watts and was recorded at each steady state condition. The experimental results
presented as a p lot of q* vs. L * fo r two-phase segmented flow of water-air through the
Spiral Sink (forwards) are shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 - Results f or Two-Phase Water-Air in Spiral Sink (Forwards).

The results shown in Figure 4.8 for both open and solid circle data sets based on
reduction of data using Eq. (4.3) and (4 .5) again under predict the mode l on average. T he
open circle data points under predict the model by 13% on average, while the solid circle
data points unde r predict the mode l by I% on a verage. Note that the mode l is not a good
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baseline reference for co mparison, since it has a lready been shown that sing le phase flow
through the Spiral Sink doesn' t fa ll on the model line we ll. T herefore, the compari son
between single phase fl ow a nd two-phase segmented fl ow for the Spiral Sink w ill be
conducted using the single phase experimental results as the base line for comparison.
T his compari son between s ingle and two-phase fl ow w ill be conducted later in th is
chapte r. As previously menti oned the solid circle data poi nts are the better predictor for
segmented fl ow since the open circle data points are based of experimental readings of
a lternating slug temperatures. The actua l true va lue lies somewhe re between the open
c irc le data and solid circle data. If a mean average va lue is taken then the two-phase
segmented fl ow in the Spiral Sink (forwards) under predicts the mode l on average by 7% .
A larger plot of Figure 4 .8 as well as a plot of Nu vs. L* can be fo und in A ppendix B.

The fina l set of experimental runs conducted in the Spiral Sink was two-phase segmented
fl ow of water-a ir (backwards) using the 0.0625 inc h T-junction for generating shorter
slug lengths. Aga in the inlet and out let ports were switched on the Sp iral Sink to a llow
the fl ow to reverse directions through the si nk. T he flow rates of water and air were
varied fo r 18 combinations of fl ow rates. The water fl ow rate ranged from 3.0 ml/min to
I 0.0 m l/min a nd the air fl ow rate ranged from 1.0 ml/min to I 0.0 m l/m in. The liquid
Reyno lds numbers corresponding to the combinations of flow rates ranged from 79 < Re

< 39 1 w hich is we ll w ithin the laminar flow reg ime. T he power input to the s ink was
initia lly set at 2.5 Watts and was recorded at each steady state condition. The
experime ntal results presented as a plot of q * vs. L * for two-phase segmented flow of
water-air thro ugh the Sp iral S ink (backwards) are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9- Resultsfor Two -Phase Water-Air in Spiral Sink (Backwards).

T he experimental results clearly show that both sets of data, open and solid circles based
on the reduction of data using Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.5), follow the model trend well. Note
that in Figure 4.9 the model line is not a good basel ine reference fo r the two-phase
segmented flow performance. As stated for the last experimental study, the two-phase
segmented flow of water-air (backwards) wi ll instead be compared to the sing le phase
flow of water (backwards) through the Spiral Sink. This comparison will be conducted
later in this chapter. With respect to the model proposed by Muzychka et al. (2009) the
open circle data over predicts the model by I% on average wh ile the solid circle data over
predicts the model by 16% on average over all va lues of dimension less length. Again, the
actual true value lies somewhere between the open and solid circle results and taking a
mean average value of the two data sets leads to an overall dimensionless heat transfer
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enhancement of 8.5% over the model. A larger plot of Figure 4.9 as we ll as a plot ofNu
vs. L*can be found in Appendix B.

4.3.4 Effect of Slug Length
The effect of liquid slug length on heat transfer enhancement can be analyzed by
comparing the results from both water-air segmented flows in the Square Sink utilizing
different orifice size T -junctions. By taking the square root of the sum of the flow rates
sq uared as a reference for both long and short slugs, the dimensionless heat transfer may
be plotted against this reference and the effect of s lug length can be observed.
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5

Five combinations of flow rates for water-air segmented flow that were the same for short
and long slugs were examined. The flow rate combinations analyzed are: 3 water- 3 air,
3 water- 4 air, 4 water- 2 air, 4 water- 3 air, and 4 water- 4 air (a ll units are ml/min).
The long liquid slugs ranged from 18 mm to 51 mm and the short liqu id slugs ranged
from I 0 mm to 18 mm over the corresponding range of flow rates. A plot of
dimensionless heat transfer versus the square root of the sum of the flow rates squared
was constructed and is shown by Figure 4.1 0. Again the bulk heat transfer to the fluid
will be considered using Eq . (4.3) and Eq. (4.5) during the reduction of data. It is c learly
seen that the shorter s lugs increase the dimensionless heat transfer when compared to the
longer s lugs at the same flow rates. Figure 4.10 also confirms that segmented flow in
general increases the dimensionless heat transfer above the proposed model by Muzychka
et al. (2009) for the Square Sink. The level of heat transfer enhancement over the model
for the data sets used in this comparison is provided in tabular format in Table 4 .1. A
larger plot of Figure 4.10 is included in Appendix B.

Table 4.1
Effect of Slug Length on Heat Transfer Enhancement

Og

Ql
(ml/min)

(ml/min)

3.0
3.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

3.0
4.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

Long Slug
Short Slug
Enhancement Enhancement
Eq(4.3) I Eq(4.5) ~q(4.3) I Eq(4.5)

10%
8%
17%
13%
21%

I
I
I
I
I

31 %
27%
29%
26%
34%

12%
16%
18%
19%
24%

I
I
I
I
I

49%
40%
36%
35%
44%

As can be seen in Table 4.1 , the shott slug segmented flow out performs the long slug
segmented flow when comparing the dimension less heat transfer en hancement at equal
flow rate combinations. The short slug segmented flow has a mean average heat transfer
enhancement of 18% and 41% when using Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.5) in the reduction of
data. The long slug segmented flow has a mean average heat transfer enhancement of
14% and 29% when using Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.5) in the reduction of data.
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As prev iously stated, when it comes to the analysis of segmented fl ow, the actua l
enhancement lies somewhere between these values. By taki ng a mean average between
the results obtained using Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.5) one gets an average heat transfer
enhancement over the model of 29% for short slugs and 22% for long s lugs for the fi ve
data sets used in thi s compari son. T herefore it can be concluded that slug length is a
contro lling factor in the dimensionless heat transfer enhancement due to segmented fl ow
and thi s agrees with the published literature.

4.3.5 Effect of Flow Direction in Spiral Sink
T he effect of flow direction in the Spi ral Sink w ill now be d iscussed. [t was in itia lly
theorized that the Spiral Sink wou ld give better dim ensionless heat transfer val ues w hen
run in the forward mode . T hi s was due to the thought that the hi ghest temperature of the
heat sink occurs at very center for the un iform wa ll flux boundary condition, the refore
putt ing the coolest flui d into the middle inlet (forwards) would lead to h igher overa ll
thermal perfo rmance. The effect of fl ow direction in the Spi ral Sink can be ana lyzed by
plotting the dimensionless data from the forwards and backwards experiments together
fo r compari son. T hi s will be do ne for both single and two -phase flow. T he s ing le phase
a nd two-phase data fo r both flow directi ons are plotted as q* vs. L * and are shown in
Figure 4. 11 and Figure 4.1 2, respecti vely. Regardless of whether the data is reduced
using Eq. (4.3) o r Eq. (4.5), examination of Figure 4.1 1 and Figure 4. 12 show clearly that
the Spira l S ink o pe rates in the opposite fashion init ia lly expected . If the open data (both
c ircles and tria ngles) or the solid data (both circ les a nd triangles) are examined
individually all the triangles have higher dime nsionless heat transfer than their
corresponding c ircles. T he mean average e nhanceme nt of sing le phase flow (backwards)
when compared to single phase fl ow (forwards) is l 0% for open data and 18% for sol id
data .
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The mean average enhancement of two-phase segmented flow (backwards) when
compared with two-phase segmented flow (forwards) is 17% for open data and 12% for
solid data. Therefore the Spiral Sink shows thermal enhancement in backward mode
when compared to forward mode at equal flow rates for all va lues of dimensionless
length. This is true for both single and two-phase flows in the Spiral Sink. Detailed plots
of Figure 4 . 1 I and Figure 4.12 can be found in Appendix B.

4.3.6 Comparison of Single and Two-Phase Flow
The comparison of d ime ns ionl ess heat transfer between sing le and two-phase segmented
fl ow will be conducted and di scussed in thi s section. The comparison will be presented in
graphical format by plotting the single and two-phase flow experimental data for the
Square Sink tests and the Spira l Sink tests separately. The s ing le phase flow of water
compared to the two-phase flow of water-air (short slugs) in the Square Sink will be
analyzed first. T he experimental results using Eq. ( 4.3) in the reduction of data are
plotted together as q* vs. L *and are shown in Figure 4.13 .

A na lysis of Figure 4.1 3 conc ludes that the two-phase segmented flow of water-air out
performs the sing le phase flow of water in the Square Sink. For similar values of
dimensionless length the dimensionless heat transfer values obtained when using twophase segmented fl ows are s ignificantly hi gher. When comparing both data sets to the
mode l proposed by Muzychka et al. (2009) as a baseline compari son, the two-phase
segmented fl ow experimental data over predicts the mode l on average by 26% whereby
the single phase flow experi mental data under predicts the model on average by I 0% .
T herefore the two-phase segmented fl ow for this case on average shows a 40%
enhancement over the sing le phase flow. Sim ilar comparisons can be made for the
following cases: sing le phase water and two-phase water-air in the Square Sink (long
slugs), sing le phase o il and two-phase o il-air in the Square Sink (long sl ugs), s ing le phase
water and two-phase water-a ir in the Spiral Sink (short slugs & backwards), and single
phase water and two-phase water-air in the Spiral Sink (short slugs & forwards). Plots of
q* vs. L* for each of these cases based on data reduction using Eq. ( 4.3) and Eq. (4.5) are
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included in Appendix B. To summarize all cases Table 4.2 was constructed and shows
the average enhancement seen when comparing the dimensionless heat transfer from
single phase flow to that of two-phase segmented flow.
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Figure 4.13 - Comparison of Single and Two-Phase Flow in the Square Sink.

Table 4.2
Comparison of Single and Two-Phase Flow

Sink

Comparison

Single Phase Water & Two-Phase Water-Air (Long Slugs)
Square Sink
Single Phase Oil & Two-Phase Oil-Air (Long Slugs)
Single Phase Water & Two-Phase Water-Air (Short Slugs)
Spiral Sink

Single Phase Water & Two-Phase Water-Air (Forwards)
Single Phase Water & Two-Phase Water-Air (Backwards)
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Average Enhancement
Eq(4.3)

Eq(4.5)

+23%
+6%
+40%
+12%
+1 2%

+ 25%
-4%
+39%
+16%
+16%

Examination of Table 4.2 leads to several interesting conclusions. First, regardless of
how the data is reduced (either by Eq. (4.3) or Eq. (4.5)) the Square Sink shows greater
improvement in dimens ionless heat transfer when segmenting the flow of water. The o il
results however do not show significa nt improvement when segmenting the oi l in the
Square Sink and flllthermore w hen the data reduction is conducted using Eq. (4.5) for
bulk heat transfer the segmented oil-air degrades the average d imension less heat transfer
by 4% when compared to s ing le phase o il. Additionally, segmenting the fl ow in the
Spiral Sink leads to enhancement in dimensionless heat transfer, but the enhancement is
not near as high as seen in the Square Sink. Again this must be the result of differences in
geometry between the Square Sink and the Spiral Sink. It is theorized that perhaps the
Square Sink hav ing many 90° bends is affecting or d isturbing the growth of the thermal
boundary layer whereas the Spiral Sink smoothly transitions and perhaps does not affect
the thermal bo undary layer development. As stated previo usly, the true levels of
dimensionless heat tran sfer enhancement lie somewhere between the average va lues
predicted using Eq . (4.3) and Eq. (4.5) for segmented flow. If the mean average va lue is
taken from the tabulated values in Table 4.2, then the average dimensionless heat transfer
enhancement in the Square Sink over the entire range of dimensionless length is 24% fo r
water w ith long slugs, 39.5% for water w ith short slugs, and I% for oil with long sl ugs.
Similarly the mean average dimensionless heat transfer enhancement in the Spiral Sink
over the entire range of dimensionless length is shown to be 14% for water w ith short
s lugs in both the forward and backward directions. Note this does not mean the forward
and backward flow directions have the same thermal performance, it simply means when
comparing single phase to two-phase segmented flow in one direction, the increase in
dimensionless heat transfer through segme ntation is the same for that direction as when
comparing the increase in the opposite direction. Aga in, this further shows that
segmentation leads to an inc rease in dimensionless heat transfer and that shorter slugs
show increased levels of enhancement.
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4.3.7 Effect of Void Fraction
T he effect of vo id fractio n on dimension less heat transfer enhancement during segmented
fl ow w ill be d iscussed in this section. To ana lyze the effect of void fraction several fl ow
rates hav ing the same void fract ion but diffe rent combinations of flow w ill be examined.
A plot of dimensionless heat transfer versus liquid Reynolds number is constructed and
for each value of void fractio n the data fro m the co rresponding flow combinations w ill be
plotted. A nalys is of the experimenta l results from two-phase segmented flow of water-air
w ith long slug lengths in the Sq uare Sink w ill be analyzed. Examination of the void
fractio ns a nd flow rates indicate two vo id fracti on values repeated fo r severa l
combinatio ns of fl ow, these va lues were a g = 66% and a g = 50%. T he data from the flow
combinatio ns at these values of vo id fraction was used in constructio n of the plot of q*
vs. Re and is shown in Figure 4.14. T he single phase data obtained fo r the Square Sink is
a lso inc luded as a reference line.
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From Figure 4.14 it is clearly shown that the dimensionless heat transfer is significantly
improved by increasing the vo id fracti on. With increased vo id fraction, the liqu id slug
length is decreased, resulting in a higher internal circulation speed . T hi s would account
for increased dimensionless heat transfer results obta ined as the vo id fraction was
increased . By considering a g iven fl ow rate of liquid phase and vary ing the gas fl ow rate
(thu s varying the vo id fraction) another plot of d imensionless heat transfer versus void
fraction can be constructed. After reviewing the experimental data, the liquid fl ow rate
w ith the most vari ati on in gas fl ow rate occ urred at 4.0 ml/m in of the liquid phase duri ng
the two-phase segmented flow of water-a ir in the Square S ink using short slug lengths.
T his data was used to plot q* vs.

a g and

is shown in Figure 4.1 5.
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Figure 4.15 - Effect of Void Fraction on a Constant Liquid Flow Rate in Square Sink.

It can be concluded fro m Figure 4.1 5 that void fraction is a contro lli ng factor in the
d imensionless heat transfer d ue to segme nted fl ow. Th is is ult imate ly due to the void
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fracti o n contro lling the liquid slug le ngth and as shown prev iously (Section 4.3.4) a
decrease in liquid slug length leads to a n increase in enhancement of di mensionless heat
transfer. This agrees we ll w ith published lite rature where the vo id fraction and s lug
length were studi ed. S uc h studies inc lude the work of Horvath et al. ( 1973), Vrentas et al.
( 1978), and Fries et a l. (2008). Deta iled plots of Figures 4 .14 and 4.1 5 can be fo und in
Append ix B.

4.3.8 Effect of Liquid Film Thickness
T he liquid film thic kness surrounding the gas phase in two-phase segmented flow w ill be
discussed in thi s sectio n. It is important to compare the liquid fil m thi ckness to the
thermal boundary layer thickness, especially for hi gh Prandtl number fl uids such as oil. If
the therma l bo unda ry layer is significantl y sma ller than the liquid fi lm thickness, then an
enhancement in dimens ionless heat transfer may no t occur due to the therma l boundary
layer not penetrating into the c irculations present in liquid slugs.

Table 4.3
Liquid Film Thickness and Thermal Boundary Layer Thickness
for Oil-Air Segmented Flow in Square Sink.
Flow Rates
O oil - O air

(ml/min)
3.0 - 0.5
3.0 - 1.0
3. 0 - 2.0
3.0 - 3.0
3.0 - 4.0
4.0-0.5
4.0 - 1.0
4.0 -2.0
4.0 - 3. 0
4.0 - 4.0

Capillary

Film

Thermal Boundary

Number
Ca
0.09
0.11
0.14
0.17

Thickness
(mm)
0.091
0.097
0.107

Layer Thickness
(mm)
0.369
0.350
0.320

0.11 3
0.108
0.101

0.302
0.317
0.339

0.105
0.113
0.121
0.126

0.325
0.303
0.283
0.271

0.14
0.12
0.13
0.16
0.20
0.23
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This analysis requires the calculation of Capillary number given by Eq. (4 . 16), liquid film
thickness g iven by Eq. (4.15) and thermal boundary layer thickness given by Eq. ( 4.18)
for each steady state set of experimental data. Then the comparison of therma l boundary
layer and liquid fi lm can be made. The experimental data from the two-phase segmented
flow of o il-air and water-air (long slugs) in the Square Sink wi ll be examined to address
this concern. T he results for o il-air segmented flow are shown in Table 4.3 and the results
for water-air segmented flow are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4
Liquid Film Thickness and Thermal Boundary Layer Thickness
for Water-Air Segmented Flow in Square Sink.
Flow Rates

Capillary

Film

Thermal Boundary

Qwater - Q air

(ml/min)

Number
Ca

Thickness
(mm)

Layer Thickness
(mm)

3.0 -1 .0
3.0 -2.0
3.0- 3.0
3.0-4.0
3.0-6.0
4 .0-1 .0
4.0-2.0
4.0 - 3.0
4.0 - 4.0
4.0 - 6.0
4.0 -8.0
4.0 - 10.0
5.0 - 5.0
5.0 -8.0
5.0 - 10.0
6.0 - 6.0
6.0 - 8.0
10.0 - 10.0

0.0009
0.0010
0.0012
0.001 5
0.001 7
0.0010
0.0012
0.0015
0.0016
0.0021
0.0025
0.0029
0.0022
0.0028
0.0031
0.0026
0.0030
0.0044

0.007
0.008
0.008
0.009
0.010
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.010
0.012
0.013
0.015
0.012
0.014
0.015
0.013
0.015
0.019

0.499
0.472
0.443
0.411
0.387
0.468
0.437
0.413
0.402
0.370
0.345
0.328
0.372
0.343
0.330
0.350
0.333
0.295
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T he reduced ex perimenta l data appeari ng in Table 4 .3 and Table 4.4 show that over the
entire range of each experiment, the liquid film thickness is sma ller than the therma l
bo undary layer thickness, therefore the film and c irculatio ns in liq uid slugs are playing a
ro le in the enhancement of the dimensio nless heat transfer. Origina ll y it was thought that
the poor perfo rmance of o il may be due to the liqu id fi lm thickness being m uch larger
than the therma l boundary layer thi ckness, but th is is indeed not the case. In fact the
the rma l boundary layer thi ckness isn ' t far off that of water fo r the same combi nations of
liquid-gas flow rate in a segmented fl ow. If the fl ow rate of 3.0 m l/min liqu id and 3.0
m l/min gas is examined fo r each segme nted fl ow case in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, the the rma l
boundary layer thickness of o il is 0.302 mm and of water is 0.443 mm . T herefore the
poor performance of o il is due to propet1ies other than la rge liqu id fi lm th ickness.

4.3.9 Comparison of the Square Sink and Spiral Sink
T hi s sectio n w ill deta il the compari son between heat s ink efficienc ies by com paring the
dimensio nless heat transfer w ith the pressure dro p fo r each heat si nk. At this point it
would seem that the Sq ua re Sink is out-perfo rming the Spira l Sink in terms of therma l
effi c iency, but to conclude that the Square Sin k is overall more efficient than the Spira l
S ink o r vice versa the pressure dro p (power req uirements) m ust also be co nsidered when
compa ring the therma l performances. To conduct thi s analysis a normalized pressure w ill
be defined by Eq. (4.20) :
(4.20)

By plotting q * vs. L1p* for the Square Sink and Spi ra l Si nk (forwards and backwards)
then the system that is overall more efficient can be determi ned. For the comparison data
from the two-phase segmented flow of water-a ir in both Square and Spiral Sinks (us ing
S hort Slugs) w ill be used. T he p lot of q* vs. L1p* is shown in Figure 4. 16.
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Figure 4.16 - Efficiency ofSquare Sink vs. Spiral Sink.

In Fig ure 4. 16 three sets of experimental data are presented and trend lines have been
added to each data set. T he upper trend line passing through the Spira l Sink data belongs
to the forward tests while the lower trend line belongs to the backward tests. From Figure
4. 16 several conclusions can be drawn, firstly the Spiral Sink in forward mode operates
w ith hi gher overall efficiency than in backward mode. Thi s confirms the initial be lief that
the Spira l Si nk wo uld be more efficient in forward mode w ith the co ld fluid e ntering the
middle inlet w here the heat sink was hottest. Secondly it is shown that for e ither direction
the Spira l Sink is operating in, it is more efficient than the Square S ink, fo r lowe r
no rma lized pressures the Spiral Sink gives higher dimensionless heat transfer values.
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This higher effi c iency is obvious w hen the norma lized pressure value of 0.7 is examined,
the Square Sink has a dime ns ionless heat transfer value of 0.5 while the Spira l Sink has a
dimensio nless heat transfer value closer to 1.5. T herefore, while a ll experimental data
based on therma l performance po inted in the direction that the Square Si nk was better,
o nce power requirements such as pressure were cons idered it turns o ut that the Spira l
Sink run in fo rwa rd mode is overa ll mo re effi c ient. A larger plot of Figure 4. 16 is
inc luded in A ppendi x B.

4.4 Summary
In thi s chapter the reductio n of experimenta l data into d imensionless groups was
discussed and the experimental results for the Square Sink and Sp iral Sink were
presented . Results for the Square S ink o n single phase water, sing le phase oil, two-phase
water-air (lo ng slugs), two-phase o il-a ir (long slugs) and two-phase water-air (shot1
slugs) were presented. T hen results for the Spira l S ink o n single phase water and twophase water-a ir (short slugs) in both fl ow directions thro ugh the spiral were presented .
Following the presentatio n of experimenta l data, the effect of slug length and void
fractio n was discussed. T hen issues w ith liquid film thickness and therma l boundary layer
thickness were addressed fo llowed by a com parison of the overall effi c ienc ies of the
Square S ink and Spiral S ink. T he Spiral Sink was fo und to operate w ith the greate r
overall efficie ncy in fo rward mode once the pressure drop was considered.
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Chapter- 5
Conclusion and Recommendations
5.1 Conclusion of Present Study
T he present study examined the use of two-phase segmented flow as a working fl uid in
the coo ling of two mini-channe l heat s in ks. An introductio n to two-phase fl ow was
presented w ith respect to fl ow patterns and fl ow maps fo llowed by an introducti on to
two-phase segmented fl ow. T he use of mini-channe l and m icro-channe l dev ices was
reviewed a nd applicatio ns were given. A literature rev iew o n two-phase segmented flow
was then presented w ith respect to published literature spanning the last sixty years. T he
fabrication of two mini-channel heat sin ks was deta iled ; these heat sinks were termed the
Square Sink and Spira l Sink. T he experimental obj ectives, apparatus, setup, and
procedure then fo llowed . Next an uncerta in ty a na lysis was cond ucted fo r the
dimensio nless groups used in the reducti on of data. Fina lly the reduction of data was
discussed a nd the ex perimental results were presented.

T he results from s ing le phase flow of fluid s were compared to the two-phase segmented
fl ow results. For the Square Sink the mean average improvement in dimensio nless heat
transfer when us ing two-phase segmented fl ow was repo rted as 24% for water-air w ith
long slugs, 39.5% fo r water-air with sho rt slugs, and I% fo r o il-air w ith long slugs. For
the Spira l S ink the mean average improvement in dimensionless heat transfer w hen us ing
two-phase segme nted flow was reported as 14% fo r water-a ir w ith short s lugs in both the
forward and backward flow directions. A ll experimental data was presented graphi cally
as plots of q* vs. L * and are a lso fo und in Append ix B.
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A discussion on the effect of slug length was presented and it was shown that shorter
liquid slugs lead to higher dimensionless heat transfer values when compared to longer
liquid slugs at equivalent flow rates. The effect of void fraction was discussed and it was
shown that as the void fraction increased so did the dimensionless heat transfer due to the
decrease in liquid slug length. Finally the Square Sink and the Spiral Sink were compared
to determine which had the best overall efficiency. The normalized pressure drop was
considered along with the dimensionless heat transfer results and it was found that the
Spiral Sink run in the forward s fl ow direction had the best overall performance.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
This section will detail recommendations for future work with regards to using two-phase
segmented fl ow as a working fluid in coo ling mini-channel heat sinks. The ideas detailed
here were inspired by literature review and experiences during the present study. These
are meant to be suggestions on how the experiments performed may be made easier and
how the analysis of data could differ.

The first recommendation would be the creation of a gas stabilizing entrance block for
the gas phase used in the segmented flow. This idea was taken from a paper published by
Fries et al. (2008). Essentially a series of meandering channels with small diameter are
used to increase the pressure drop and create a stable gas injection into the T -junction
where the segmented fl ow would mature. A simple sketch of such a device is shown in
Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 - Conceptual Gas Stabilizing Block.
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The second recommendation would be to add a method for controlling the liquid slug
length. Through the use of a micro electronic valve and a compressed gas tank, the va lve
could be set to different frequencies and the liquid slug length could be varied. Such
micro electronic values are availab le through CLIPPARD Inc. and are inexpensive. The
valve would have to be controlled through the use of a programmable logic controller
whereby the frequency of valve state could be programmed and adjusted .

The third recommendation would be the redesign of the heat sinks to include a bolt
pattern around the outside edge of each base plate and cover plate. In the current study a
c lamp and glue were used to seal the base plate to the cover plate, this method was rather
crude and several heating strips were destroyed in the process of ti ghtening the clamp.
With the addition of an outside bolt pattern, the need for clamping a nd g lue would be
e liminated and the ease of assembling a nd de-assembling each heat s ink would be greatly
improved.

The fo urth recommendation wou ld be to design a proper insulting compartment for the
heat sinks. As shown in the experimental data from the current study, the results o btained
by reducing the data based on bu lk fluid temperature a nd losses to the environment
differed (this is referring to the use of Eq. (4.3) and Eq. (4.5) from Chapter 4 in the
reduction of data). For a completely insulted and contro lled experime nt the results from
the two methods of data reducti on should be very c lose together, thus a proper insulting
compa rtment would reduce the error between both approaches.

T he fifth recommendation would be a suggestion to get severa l heat sinks created so that
g lass slides could be glued over duplicate heat sinks for flow visua lization experiments
e ither with high-speed cameras or PJV analysis. T hi s way the exact liquid s lug lengths
occurring during experiments could be deduced from the images rather than by the ratio
of cross-sectiona l areas used in the current study.
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The sixth recommendation would be to design the new heat sinks with the liquid and gas
ports directly on the sinks themselves. This would ensure that segmented flows would
develop directly inside the heat sink rather than externally. fn the present study, the twophase flow rates examined were picked because stable segmented flows that did not
break up occurred over the range used. However, several other flow rates leading to
excellent segmented flows could not be used because the slug trains would break up
when passing through thermocouple and pressure junctions. If the segmented flow was
created directly on the heat sink, this issue would be solved. Additionally, by pressure
fitting a syringe needle into the sink itself very small segmented flows could be created
with liquid slug lengths c lose to 2 mm long.

The seventh recommendation would be to measure the temperature of the segmented
flow at the outlet of the heat s ink by some means other than a thermocouple junction. For
the segmented flow, the liqu id slug passes over the thermocouple increasing the
temperature while the gas slug passes over the thermocouple decreas ing the temperature
and therefore producing an overall average reading. This was ultimately the reason why
the data was reduced two different ways in Chapter 4 . A better way to measure the liquid
temperature would be to somehow separate the two-phases quickly at the outlet and get a
measurement from the liquid phase by itself. A sma ll gas- liquid separator could be
designed and put into place at the outlet of the heat sink and then the liquid phase alone
cou ld run through a thermocouple junction giving the temperature measurement desired.
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Figure 4.1 - Results for Single Phase Water in Square Sink.
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Figure 4.15- Effect of Void Fraction on a Constant Liquid Flo1v Rate in Square Sink.
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Figure 4.16 - Efficiency of Square Sink vs. Spiral Sink.
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